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Abstract
This thesis investigates early indicators for developmental dyslexia in children, using
various predictive modeling algorithms on a longitudinal sample of event-related
EEG data ranging from a preliterate stage (kindergarten) to a late stage of reading
acquisition (end of second grade). The dataset was originally acquired and presented
by Wachinger et al. in [1]. Basic concepts of dyslexia research and data mining
are introduced for unfamiliar readers. Exploratory data analysis, including a full
topographical visualization of the historical data, is conducted and used to guide
design choices in the implementation of a custom-tailored classification and regression
framework, excerpts of which are made available to the reader. Modeling algorithms
are fine-tuned on the first session of the longitudinal dataset and validated on
data from later sessions. Elastic Net classifier (ACC=77.42%, TPR=0.75, TNR=0.80,
AUC=0.80, F1=0.77 with 7-fold cross-validation, ACC=69.97% for 100-times-7-fold
cross-validation, and ACC=80.65% for LOOCV) and Gradient Boosting classifier
(ACC=83.87%, TPR=0.88, TNR=0.80, AUC=0.83, F1=0.85 with 7-fold cross-validation,
ACC=75.00% for 100-times-7-fold cross-validation, and ACC=90.32% for LOOCV) yield
the most accurate models. These models are briefly examined with regards to their
medical implications.
Keywords: Machine learning, data mining, predictive analytics, classification,
developmental dyslexia, EEG, event-related potentials, elastic net, gradient boosting,
late positive component
Frequent Abbreviations:
Developmental dyslexia (DD)
Electroencephalogram/-graphy (EEG)
Event-related potential (ERP)
Region of interest (ROI)
Late positive component (LPC)
Exploratory data analysis (EDA)
Predictive modeling algorithm (PMA)
Training set (TrS)
Testing set (TeS)
Cross-validation (CV)
Leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV)
Accuracy (ACC)
True positive rate (TPR)
True negative rate (TNR)
Area under ROC curve (AUC)
Explained variance score (EVS)
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1. Introduction and Background
1.1. Medical Background
1.1.1. Developmental Dyslexia
Affecting 4 to 10% of school-age children, developmental dyslexia (DD) is among the
most widespread of learning disorders. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] The newly released 11th revision
of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems
(ICD-11)1 categorizes it as a neurodevelopmental learning disorder "characterized by
significant and persistent difficulties in learning academic skills related to reading, such
as word reading accuracy, reading fluency, and reading comprehension" [6],2 leading to
reading performance significantly below average for an affected individual’s age and
their general level of intellectual functioning.3 [6]
The condition manifests during reading acquisition in the early school years (mostly
during second grade in German schools), often causing emotional and behavioral
disturbances on the side. [3, 5, 8, 9, 10] As typical for developmental disorders, DD
is closely connected to the biological maturation of the central nervous system and
normally follows a steady course once it can be reliably diagnosed, with symptoms
diminishing progressively as compensatory mechanisms emerge. [8, 11] Milder defictis
commonly remain in adult life, although early assistance, e.g. in the form of logopedic
therapy, can help ameliorate them. [5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12] If it were possible to diagnose
dyslexia before full manifestation of its behavioral symptoms, such treatment could
likely be applied in a preventive fashion, increasing its impact. [13]
Whilst there have been attempts towards such an early diagnosis, they have not
been successful or consistent enough to deeply or lastingly transcend into practice.
It is known and inherent in its definition that developmental dyslexia is not caused
by an impairment in intellectual development or visual or auditory perception, nor
by a neurological disorder, inadequate schooling, psychosocial adversity, or any form
of brain trauma or disease. [6, 8, 14] Its exact causes, however, are still disputed. A
genetic component is likely to be involved but not solely responsible.4 Numerous
studies suggest that phonological processing deficits at word level lie at the core of the
condition (see e.g. [5, 11, 13, 12, 15, 16, 17]). While there is some agreement that these
involve both a difficulty in segmenting spoken words into phonemes5 and impaired
1 The

ICD is an internationally renowned taxonomic catalogue of medical diagnoses published by the
World Health Organization (WHO).
2 Thambirajah emphasizes the causal chaining of dyslexia symptoms in [2], explaining that poor reading
accuracy due to difficulty in recognizing single words is the main problem and the cause behind other
symptoms, as e.g. impaired reading fluency. Hasko et al. paint a different picture in [5], putting
reading speed at the center.
3 This definition is in unison with that provided by the International Dyslexia Association (IDA) (see
[7]) as well as with numerous other widespread definitions, some of which are summarized in [2]. In
[5], Hasko et al. add that DD is often accompanied by spelling difficulties and that reading speed is
another central factor.
4 For more information on the role of genetics in the etiology of dyslexia, see [2] or [14].
5 Phonemes are the smallest units of sound in a language that can alter the meaning of a word. [2]
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grapheme-to-phoneme conversion6 , the exact nature and neural basis of the deficits are still
disputed.7 [1, 2, 15, 16, 17]

1.1.2. Language Processing in the Brain
The acquisition and processing of language in the human brain, which, despite
the wide variety of languages spoken all over the planet, has been found to function
similarly in all cultures,8 with fundamental language-processing systems already
present in the newborn brain,9 has interested researchers for quite some time. Some
of the most significant milestones in language research to date are the discoveries of
Broca’s area (1864) and Wernicke’s area (1874),10 due to which the concept of language
being processed in several stages at several anatomically distinct locations in the brain
gained traction in the 19th century, ultimately resulting in the formulation of the
Wernicke-Geschwind model, part of which is depicted in Figure 1.1.11 [19]

Figure 1.1.: Repeating a written word (as opposed to a spoken word) according to the Wernicke-Geschwind
model. Incoming information from the eyes is first processed in the primary visual cortex,
then passed on to the angular gyrus, where the information is transformed so that it can be
interpreted by Wernicke’s area in the same way it would if it came from a spoken word. Once
understood, the word is passed to Broca’s area to be converted to instructions for the motor
cortex, which controls movements, e.g. those of the tongue and larynx. [19, 20, 21] Taken from
[19].

This part of the model describes information from a written word taking a specific
path through the brain (specifically through the left hemisphere, which is generally
accepted as dominant for all language functions [2]); from being perceived in the eyes
over early processing in the primary visual cortex and transformation in the angular
gyrus, on to comprehension in Wernicke’s area and the formulation of a reaction in
Broca’s area.12 First introduced by Wernicke in 1874 and extended by Geschwind in
6 Grapheme-to-phoneme

conversion is the mapping of printed letters (graphemes) onto the sound units
(phonemes) of spoken language. [2, 18]
7 See Chapter 2, particularly Section 2.2.1.
8 Thambirajah touches on the differences in manifestation of dyslexia in different linguistic systems in [2].
9 Guttorm makes use of this fact in [18].
10 Areas of the brain, damage to which was found to cause different types of language deficits. Read more
about the discovery and significance of both areas in [19].
11 A short overview of brain areas central to language and reading from a more recent standpoint is
provided in [2]. Note the similarity to the areas in the Wernicke-Geschwind model even after more
than a century of research.
12 The last step, the activation of the motor cortex, is not relevant for the investigation of phonological
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the 1960s, the model has long been shown to be erroneous and oversimplified, often
proving inconsistent with human case studies. "Despite [these shortcomings13 ,] it
continues to be of clinical use because of its simplicity and approximate validity" [19].
[19, 20, 21]

1.1.3. EEG and ERP
Whilst Wernicke and Geschwind inferred the responsibilities of certain areas of the
brain from the symptoms of diseases in which these areas were damaged, modern
technologies, such as positron emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), magnetoencephalography (MEG) and, most commonly known,
electroencephalography (EEG) , provide more direct insights into processes inside the
brain. In contrast to e.g. PET and fMRI, which produce images, EEG observes brain
activity in a more physically quantifiable way by measuring the voltage levels at different points of the brain over time via electrodes attached to the scalp, as illustrated in
Figure 1.2. When it comes to phonological processing, it is particularly interesting to

Figure 1.2.: Electroencephalography (EEG) setup. Electrodes attached to a test subject’s scalp measure the
electric activity inside the brain, which can be plotted over time for each electrode, as shown
on the screen to the right. Such a plot is called an electroencephalogram, also abbreviated
EEG. Taken from http://drmridha.com/uploads/services/2_eeg1280jpg.jpg.

measure voltage fluctuations in response to a certain stimulus, as e.g. exposure to a
written word. Such a response, where the point of origin of the time axis is matched to
the onset of the stimulus, is referred to as an event-related potential (ERP). [1, 18]
One longitudinal14 study utilizing ERPs "to trace changes in neurophysiology during
the process of reading acquisition" [1] and to further investigate the neural basis for
phonological processing deficits in DD was conducted by Wachinger et al. in 2017.
It monitored a group of dyslexic and non-dyslexic children over the course of five
sessions, starting in kindergarten, i.e. before the beginning of reading instruction, and
ending with the completion of reading acquisition towards the end of second grade.
[1] The data obtained in said study, which is described in increasing detail in Sections
2.3.2 and 3.1, is reanalyzed in the thesis at hand, with the objective of identifying early
indicators for DD in children.

processing (, as would be the involvement of Broca’s area, would it prove to really be responsible
exclusively for articulation, as implied by the original Wernicke-Geschwind model [20]).
13 For a more detailed examination of said shortcomings, turn to [19].
14 A longitudinal study is one that obtains data from the same set of probands over multiple sessions of
experimentation in an attempt to capture long-term developmental changes.
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1.2. Data Mining Background
To this end, the thesis project employs the methods of Predictive Analytics15 , a scientific
field located at the intersection of Machine Learning16 and Data Mining. The goal of
the latter is the automated extraction of hidden knowledge from structured data. [24]
Predictive Analytics in particular focuses on accurately modeling the relations between a chosen target variable and one or more feature variables (often simply called
features) that exist in a given dataset referred to as the historical data, and using the
resulting model to predict the values of the target variable in other datasets of the same
structure, i.e. sets that provide the same features. One element of such a dataset, i.e.
one ’vector’ of feature values, is referred to as a sample. The construction of a model is
called predictive modeling, its application predictive scoring. [24, 25]
In this thesis project, Predictive Analytics is used to identify patterns that distinguish
the dyslexic probands’ EEG measurements from the 2017 study from those obtained
in the control group. Trying to predict such a binary (or any qualitative) outcome falls
under a subtype of Predictive Analytics called classification. Contrarily, if one were to
try to predict a quantitative target variable, i.e. a discrete or continuous numeric value,
one would be conducting regression. This is also part of the project, since not only
nominal17 diagnoses are available but also discrete percentile ranks that the probands
achieved in a reading test at the end of second grade. [1, 26]
The processes of predictive modeling and scoring are independent of whether one
conducts classification or regression; the historical data is split into a training set
(TrS) and a testing set (TeS). A predictive modeling algorithm (PMA)18 is run on the TrS,
generating the desired model. The model’s quality can now be assessed by using it
to predict the target values for the samples of the TeS and comparing the model’s
predictions to the actual target values. This entire technique of training and evaluation
is, in Machine Learning terms, known as supervised learning. [22, 25]
Although often neglected in practice, it is furthermore possible to split the historical
data into three instead of just two sets, the third functioning as a validation set. This is
especially useful when there are multiple iterations of training and evaluation, during
which parameters of the algorithm are adapted in order to obtain better and better
predictions on the TeS. Such iterative training introduces a danger of overfitting, which
is the tuning of an algorithm’s parameters to a degree where it recognizes not the
general pattern that was intended, but instead special traits of the TeS, resulting in
accurate predictions on the TeS itself but poor predictive quality on other datasets of the
same domain. Evaluating a model’s predictive quality on an independent validation
set after multiple rounds of adaptation can expose overfitting and similar shortcomings.
[22, 23, 24, 25]
Due to the low number of samples in the historical data from the study by Wachinger
et al., no typical validation set is defined in this project. Instead, the predictive quality
of models with parameters tuned for data from the first session is assessed on data from
the other four sessions. Of course, this later data is by no means a perfect substitute for
a validation set, as the children develop over time, but it is the pragmatic choice and
allows for some interesting observations.
15 Less

frequently referred to as Predictive Analysis.
of Machine Learning are still as various and nebulous as ever. For some popular and useful
ones, refer to the classic [22] and [23].
17 Qualitative data can be divided into ordinal attributes, which can be ordered or ranked, and nominal
attributes, which cannot. [26]
18 The PMAs used in this project are briefly introduced in Section 3.4.
16 Definitions
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One might either expect quality to decrease over sessions as the probands deviate
further from the developmental state the models were optimized for, or expect it to
increase as the same deficits recognized in the first session become more evident over
time. Considering both these thoughts, it is hard to define what behavior one should
actually expect for validation, which is part of the reason it is interesting to conduct.

1.3. Outline
Chapter 2 provides short and selective insights into related work, including that
of Wachinger et al., which is more closely inspected in Section 3.1, followed by an
exploratory analysis of the historical data in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 provides a brief
inventory of software and tools used during the project. Chapter 3 closes with an
introduction of the employed PMAs.
Chapter 4 covers the entirety of approaches and mechanisms implemented for this
project, explaining noteworthy aspects of said implementation with the aid of source
code snippets.
The process of applying the implemented framework to the problem, iteratively
evaluating outcomes and tuning parameters for higher prediction quality, is thoroughly
documented in Chapter 5.19 Sections 5.6 and 5.7 assess the final results of said process,
laying the foundation for their discussion and interpretation in the context of dyslexia
research in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 concludes the body of the thesis with a summary, ideas for future research,
and a short critique of the implementation style. It is followed by two appendices, the
first containing supplementary visualizations and the second disclosing the source code
of the most central modules of the framework for inspection.

19 So

thoroughly, in fact, that the casual reader, meaning one who is not interested in replicating, evaluating
or grading the author’s specific process, may feel free to skip this chapter, except for the very relevant
Sections 5.6 and 5.7.
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2. Related Work
While broad overviews over dyslexia research are available e.g. in [27] (1993), [14]
(2001), and [2] (2010), the following sections briefly cover papers relevant to the topic of
the present thesis.

2.1. Classification of Dyslexia
Predictive Analytics has previously been used to try and find patterns that distinguish
dyslexic test subjects from control populations.1 However, most of this research has
been focused not on EEG data but on anatomical image data, e.g. MRI scans.2 [29]
In a recent (2016) study ([3]), Cui et al. employ a Matlab implementation of Linear
Support Vector Classification3 to detect white matter disruptions in MRI scans of the
brains of 28 dyslexic school-age children compared to those of 33 control children.
All children were native speakers of Mandarin,4 had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and hearing, no other psychiatric disorders, and a normal Intelligence Quotient (IQ). Both groups were matched for age, gender, and nonverbal IQ. Excluding
otherwise impaired probands and matching groups for confounding factors is part
of the scientific standard and will not be mentioned for further studies in this section. Using several white matter features (e.g. volume, diffusivity) combined with
different brain regions in a multivariate classification approach, the Support Vector
Machine reaches an accuracy of 83.61% (75% sensitivity, 91% specificity, 0.86 AUC)5 for
Leave-One-Out-Cross-Validation6 . The most discriminative regions are consistent with
previous findings in the literature. A Logistic Regression Classifier used to confirm
the importance of these features reaches an accuracy of 73.77% (68% sensitivity, 79%
specificity, 0.80 AUC). [3]
In 2017, Płoński et al. ([29]) researched the neuroanatomical abnormalities underlying developmental dyslexia using a similar multivariate classification approach on
MRI data gathered from previous studies.7 In this study, however, the researchers
considered several volumetric and geometric grey matter measures, which until then
had been explored mostly in isolation and found to be rather unreliable. Combining
the most promising measures, Płoński et al. reached an accuracy of 64% (0.65 AUC)
for Leave-One-Out-Cross-Validation and 65% (0.66 AUC) for 10-fold cross-validation8
with a Logistic Regression algorithm implemented in R. Participants of this study were
1 For

a collection of examples for the usage of Predictive Analytics in medical research in general, refer to
[28].
2 MRI-based Machine Learning approaches are also frequently used in studies of other neuropsychiatric
disorders. [3, 29]
3 A predictive modeling technique also used in the present thesis project, see Section 3.4.2.
4 Again, note that differences across languages and cultures make comprehensive dyslexia research even
more difficult. [2]
5 All these metrics are defined in Section 4.8.
6 A technique for obtaining more stable classification results, explained in Section 4.3. For different but
comparable methods of evaluation, the classifier trained by Cui et al. achieves lower accuracy. [3, 29]
7 The previous studies were conducted in different countries, with probands speaking different languages.
8 Again, see Section 4.3 for a thorough explanation of all forms of cross-validation.
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between 8.5 and 13.7 years old and most of the dyslexics already clinically diagnosed.
[29]
The paper by Płoński et al. further contains a short review of the aforementioned
study by Cui et al.,9 as well as a neat overview of past research regarding structural
biomarkers of reading disorders. [29] Since the present thesis focuses on EEG analysis,
such anatomical research is not further discussed here.

2.2. Longitudinal Studies of Literacy
2.2.1. Behavioral Studies
Longitudinal studies like the one the present thesis project is based on are a common
approach in research not only of developmental language disorders but of the development of literacy in general. Among the most famous is the Connecticut Longitudinal
Study ([11]) by Shaywitz et al. from 1999, which follows 445 English-speaking children
from kindergarten until ages 14/15, periodically assessing their cognitive, academic,
and intellectual skills, and tracking the correlations of these skills (as well as of teachers’
appraisals of the childrens’ performance) with the probands’ reading skills across sessions. Participants are categorized into persistently poor, average, and superior readers.
The findings, too complex to be discussed here in detail, are, although mostly focused
on language and literacy acquisition as a whole, valuable indicators for the etiology of
dyslexia, and generally support the theory of a deficit in phonological processing. [11]
As mentioned in the introduction, the presence of such a deficit is widely accepted,
whereas its exact nature is still disputed. In particular, there is a disagreement on
whether the phonological representations in the mental lexicon are in some way degraded, or if the representations themselves are intact but access to them is impaired.10
[1, 2, 15, 16, 17, 30] One longitudinal study ([30]) supporting the theory of impaired
access was conducted by Verhoeven et al. in 2016. Testing the lexical quality of 169
Dutch kindergartners (avg. age ∼5) in an initial session and their literacy abilities one
year later, the study finds that the latter are predicted by the former, especially by
measures regarding the accessibility of phonological representations. [30]

2.2.2. ERP Studies
Rather than utilizing an exclusively psychoeducational test battery, Maurer et al.
compare early components of ERPs of German-speaking children before (kindergarten)
and after (second grade) reading acquisition in their 2006 longitudinal study ([31]).
These early components are associated with visual print sensitivity, and thus the
experiment consists of recording and comparing ERPs following an exposure to words
versus ones recorded after presentation of a string of non-letter symbols. The study
comprises only 20 participants, none of which have a familial history of dyslexia.
Nonetheless, it is an important study to mention, since the segmentation of ERP curves
in the corresponding paper was adopted for the present thesis project.11 [31]

9 This

critique is considered with relation to the present thesis in Section 6.2.
theory of impaired access was first proposed by Franck Ramus and Gayaneh Szenkovits. For
detailed information, refer to their work, e.g. [15], [16], or [17].
11 See Section 4.4.2.
10 The
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2.2.3. Studies With Respect to Genetic Risk of Dyslexia
Other longitudinal studies are focused specifically on comparing the development of
children at risk of dyslexia with that of children without familial risk. This includes e.g.
a study by Gallagher et al. from 2000 ([12]), where they find that in a population of
63 at-risk and 34 control children (all native English-speakers), letter knowledge at 45
months of age, being the strongest examined predictor for literacy at age 6, is lower in
the at-risk group. [12]
A more popular example is the Jyväskylä Longitudinal Study ([18], 2003) by Guttorm,
which monitors children over an unprecedented age span ranging from 14 days after
birth to 5 years of age. Of course, the newborn participants (26 at-risk and 23 control
babies) can not be tested for literacy skills. Instead, ERPs following the exposure
to certain sequences of phonemes are recorded, and found to predict later language
skills for both at-risk and control infants. Both groups could also be differentiated via
their speech processing ERPs, which is especially remarkable considering that only
approximately half of the at-risk infants can be estimated to really have had a genetic
predisposition for dyslexia to begin with. [18]
Studies with an early onset like those by Gallagher et al. and Guttorm are valuable since they ensure that the observed predictors are not reciprocally caused by
compensatory processes after manifestation of dyslexia. [12, 18]

2.3. Studies of Dyslexia
Yet, for a reliable distinction of dyslexic and non-dyslexic children, one should focus
on the differences between individuals actually diagnosed as dyslexic and the rest of
the population, as is done in the following studies.

2.3.1. ERP Studies
In a study from 2013 ([5]), Hasko et al. provide a temporal model of reading
processes, identifying degradations therein in case of dyslexia. They obtain said model
by observing ERPs and reaction times of 52 dyslexic and 29 non-dyslexic children at the
beginning of third grade (avg. age ∼8) during a task concerning phonological lexical
decision. Only certain ERP components are investigated, namely the N170 (170-290
ms in that study, thought to reflect visual-orthographic processes (e.g. identifying
letters as such)), the N400 (330-460 ms in [5], thought to reflect lexical processing
(e.g. accessing the orthographic lexicon, applying grapheme-phoneme conversion)),
and the late positive component (LPC; 600-900 ms in [5], thought to reflect access to the
phonological lexicon), for each of which a separate region of interest (ROI) of electrodes
is defined. These ROIs are reused for manual feature selecton in the present thesis
project.12 Notably, Hasko et al. use not only the same EEG system as Wachinger et
al. in the study underlying this thesis, but the exact same setup for data recording
and processing described in Section 3.1.3, making the study especially relevant and
valuable for the present thesis project. Concisely, it finds that despite high decision
accuracy in the experimental task, children with developmental dyslexia are delayed in
their reaction times and show deficiencies in all observed ERP components.

12 See

Section 4.4.1.
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2.3.2. Longitudinal ERP Studies
Finally, there exist longitudinal studies starting before formal reading instruction, yet
focused on the differences between diagnosed dyslexics and control probands.13
One such study was conducted by Maurer et al. in 2007 ([4]). Similar to the other
study by Maurer et al. mentioned above, it tested German-speaking children before
(kindergarten) and after (second grade) reading acquisition for print sensitivity and
therefore focused on early ERP components. However, the 48 participants (24 at genetic
risk for dyslexia, 24 not) were regrouped after a formal diagnosis in the second session.
In this study, the researchers find that the 22 control children show a gain in neural
tuning for print sensitivity over time that is absent or reduced in the 15 dyslexic
probands. Like the similarly structured paper from 2006, the paper documenting
the study contains a segmentation of ERP curves that is reused in the present thesis
project.14 [4]
Another study, finally, is the one that the present thesis project is based on. The
setting of the 2017 paper ([1]) by Wachinger et al., which is aimed specifically at
investigating the theory of impaired phonological access and contains an explicit word
processing task, is detailed in the next section. The analysis focuses on later components
of the ERP, especially the aforementioned LPC (500-900 ms in [1]), which had not been
the central subject of a longitudinal study before. In addition to more proof supporting
the theory of impaired phonological access, the researchers found an increase in activity
during the LPC of control children at the beginning of reading instruction, followed by
a steady decrease with continuing automatization, possibly indicating a progression
from letter-wise decoding to whole word reading. This development was absent (and,
to a degree, inverted) in dyslexic probands. [1]

13 A

downside of longitudinal studies with such early onset is the uncontrollability of the final proportions
of dyslexic and control group, a shortcoming that becomes evident e.g. when discussing the historical
data for the project at hand in Section 3.1.2.
14 See Section 4.4.2.
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3.1. Historical Data
3.1.1. Participants
Wachinger et al. recruited 86 monolingual preschool children in and around Munich,
Germany for their study. 58% of the included children showed a familial risk of dyslexia,
i.e. had "at least one parent or sibling with dyslexia or reading/writing difficulties" [1].
The large percentage of at-risk children was chosen "with the expectation of having a
higher number of dyslexia cases than the population average" [1].
13 children were excluded at the start of the study, due to already being able to
read monosyllabic nouns presented to them in a non-standardized reading test (6
probands), reaching a score higher than seven in a questionnaire for Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)1 (4 probands), or not cooperating during any of the
experiments (3 probands). Another 9 children dropped out during the study, leaving
64 probands at the end of second grade. "All subjects had normal hearing, and normal
or corrected-to-normal vision" [1]. The distributions of handedness, gender, age and
non-verbal IQ in the entire dataset are given in the top half of Table 3.1.

3.1.2. Design and Procedure
Experimental Arrangement and Procedure
As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the purpose of the study conducted by Wachinger
et al. was in part to try and find evidence for the theory of impaired access to the
mental lexicon in dyslexia. For this reason, their experiment "consists of a word
processing task in the experimental condition and a picture processing task in the
control condition" [1], as schematically depicted in Figure 3.1. Picture and word
processing are thought to involve similar neurological subtasks, including the accessing
of phonological representations, where the main difference is the way of access. Graphic
information (i.e. pictures) is interpreted using pathways for semantic information while
orthographic information (i.e. words) is decoded via grapheme-to-phoneme conversion.
The study’s results, which show a difference between dyslexic and control group
solely in the word condition, support the theory of impaired access to phonological
representations rather than a degradation of these representations. Such degradation, if
present, would logically be expected to cause similar discrepancies between groups in
both conditions. [1] Its goal being the detection of distinctive features between groups,
the present thesis analyzes only the data acquired in the word condition.
The word condition confronted the subjects with a visual stimulus in the form of a
single word shown on a screen for 3 seconds, followed by the auditory presentation of
a second word, followed by a fixation cross on the screen. Probands had to indicate
via button press whether they thought the two words congruent. The time limit for
1 Read

about the comorbidity of dyslexia with ADHD and other behavioral and learning disorders in

[14].
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Figure 3.1.: A schematic paradigm of the word and picture processing tasks in the ERP experiment. The
visual stimulus lasts for 3 seconds in both conditions and is followed by an incongruent or
congruent auditory stimulus of approximately 500-800 ms length. A fixation cross is shown
during decision-making. Taken from [1].

this decision was 5 seconds, with the next stimulus appearing immediately in case of
button press. The picture condition was constructed analogously. "For each condition,
40 congruent and 18 incongruent items were presented, totaling 58 items. [...] The
incongruent items were utilized to guarantee an interesting and varied task. The
experiment was divided into eight blocks with alternating picture or word conditions
to rule out block-order effects" [1].2 The 58 iterations of the experiment will be referred
to as repetitions for the rest of this thesis.
Design of Longitudinal Study
The participants underwent this same experiment during five successive sessions;
once in kindergarten (Session 1 (S1)3 , mean age = 6.2 years), in the middle of first grade
(S2, mean age = 6.9), at the end of first grade (S3, mean age = 7.2), in the middle of
second grade (S4, mean age = 7.8), and a last time at the end of second grade (S5, mean
age = 8.2). [1]
Formal literacy instruction in Germany starts when children enter primary school,
usually around age six. This instruction is largely based on phonics4 , as it focuses
on practice at grapheme and syllable levels. While it normally takes until the end of
first grade (i.e. S3) to teach children all graphemes and their corresponding phonemes,
reading accuracy is already high at this point. Thus the main focus then shifts to the
improvement of reading speed, which has been shown to differentiate well between
good and poor, e.g. dyslexic, readers.5 Reading speed is also the central factor in the
one-minute reading fluency test6 used to diagnose the probands at the end of second
grade (i.e. S5). [1]
Despite the reliability of dyslexia diagnoses at this time, an unexpectedly low percentage (10% instead of 50-70%) of the at-risk children showed reading fluency within the
range defined for dyslexia. Therefore, two small groups were defined via a combined
assessment of reading fluency and familial risk. As can be inferred from Table 3.1, those
2 For

additional (mostly technical) information on the setup, read the original paper, [1].
et al. instead use the abbreviation ’T’ for ’timepoint’. In this thesis, the term ’timepoint’ is
used to describe time at the electrode level, i.e. a timepoint is a point on the time axis of an EEG curve.
4 Phonics, also called the alphabetic principle, denominates the systematics behind sound-letter associations, i.e. the knowledge applied in grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. [2]
5 The distinction between good and poor readers is often seen as congruent to that between dyslexics and
non-dyslexics, with a fair amount of research pointing towards dyslexia merely constituting the lower
tail of a normal distribution of reading abilities. See e.g. [2] for more details on the thought.
6 Namely the Salzburger Lese- und Rechtschreibtest in its 2nd edition (SLRT-II), available along with
more details at [32].
3 Wachinger
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groups, consisting of 16 and 15 children respectively, both show a mean non-verbal
IQ within the normal range, and do not differ significantly in handedness, gender,
or age. The difference between the group averages for letter knowledge tested in a
non-standardized procedure at S1 is also statistically insignificant. This thesis uses
said groups for classification, while the regression algorithms are run on the whole set
containing all 64 probands. [1]
Whole set
Probands
Handedness (r/l)
Gender (m/f)
Age at S1
IQ at S1

Probands
Handedness (r/l)
Gender (m/f)
Age at S1
IQ at S1
Letter knowledge at S1

64
57/7
36/28
6.1 (0.4)
108.3 (11.6)

Dyslexic group

Control group

16
15/1
10/6
6.2 (0.4)
108.8 (10.9)
12.8 (6.4)

15
12/3
10/5
6.2 (0.3)
107.4 (11.8)
15.8 (7.3)

Table 3.1.: Descriptive statistics of probands. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. Adapted from
[1].

3.1.3. Data Recording and Processing
Separate high-resolution EEGs were recorded with an Electrical Geodesic Inc. 128channel-system during visual and auditory stimulus presentation, where this thesis
only uses the former. After filtering and electrooculographic artifact removal, the EEG
data was re-referenced to the average reference. This allows the prediction framework
presented in this thesis to work on 129 electrodes, treating the usual reference electrode
Cz like any other. Furthermore, the data was segmented so that 100 ms of pre-stimulus
and 1000 ms of post-stimulus measurements remain per repetition and electrode.
Finally, artifacts were removed in Matlab (MathWorks Inc.), excluding entire electrodes
per repetition "according to the following three criteria: (i) gradient criterion: > 50 µV
difference between two successive data points or > 150 µV in a 200 ms window, (ii)
absolute amplitude criterion: more than ±150 µV, (iii) low activity criterion: < 0.5 µV
difference in a 100 ms window. For the word condition 4.85% of data was rejected" [1].
This is the state in which the data was transferred to the author for this project. For the
original study, the data was also baseline corrected. [1]

3.2. Exploratory Data Analysis
As advocated by Dobson and Barnett in [33], an exploratory data analysis (EDA) was
conducted before considering any further steps.
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3.2.1. Dimensions and Range
Along with the ERP data of the visual stimuli in the word condition, which was
provided in the form of five Matlab (.mat) files representing the five sessions, and an
.sfp file listing 3D coordinates of the electrode positions, the author received metadata
on the probands stored in an Excel (.xls) file. Metadata comprised age, gender, genetic
predisposition, and six different measures regarding reading performance, including
the reading list percentile rank used as the target variable for regression.
The .mat files each contained an array of dimensions (64,129,275,58), holding
entries (voltage values in µV) of type double. These dimensions represent 64 probands,
129 electrodes (electrodes 1-128 + Cz), 275 timepoints (where the granularity is 4 ms
per timepoint), and 58 repetitions.7 Therefore the raw EEG data consists of 5 ∗ 64 ∗
129 ∗ 275 ∗ 58 = 658416000 single measurements.
As stated in Section 3.1.3, timepoints range from -100 ms to 1000 ms. The minimum value (rounded to two decimals) reached inside the ±150 µV range permitted
by Wachinger et al. is -144.97 µV, the maximum +132.79 µV. Percentile ranks can
theoretically range from 0 to 100, with the actual minimum being 1 and the maximum
97.

3.2.2. First visual assessment
Several topographical plots of electrical activity over time were created using the MNE
Python visualization tool8 in order to gain an understanding of the neurophysiological
processes as well as the nature, degree and clarity of disparities between classification
groups reflected in the ERP data. Figure 3.2 allows for the direct comparison of four
such plots; the leftmost shows voltage values for all electrodes over the entirety of
timepoints (compressed into 11 100-ms-intervals for presentability) of S1, averaged9
over all repetitions of all probands. The second and third from the left apply the same
idea to the subsets of control and dyslexic probands, respectively. The fourth plot,
finally, depicts the difference (dyslexic - control) of values shown in the previous two
plots. Homogeneous figures for S2 through S5 can be found in Appendix A.
Some of the processes that can be seen in Figure 3.2 are the activation of the visual
cortex in the interval from 100 to 200 ms as described by the Wernicke-Geschwind
model, a similar activity between 300 and 400 ms, and, as the word is processed,
a clear ’forward motion’ of the attenuated area from approximately 500 to 900 ms,
again roughly in unison with the Wernicke-Geschwind model. Overall, there seems
to be more left lateralization (’less symmetry’) in the control group, especially evident
between 500 and 1000 ms. The left-hemispheric voltage level seems to be higher in the
dyslexic group from 100 to 400 ms, to a degree where it is well visible in the difference
plots.
Note that the electrode positions shown in the plots in Figure 3.2 do not represent
an anatomically correct top view. Such a view - except for the circular head shape,
obviously - is provided on the left of Figure 3.3. It was constructed by omitting the third
dimension of electrode coordinates and adding a so-called ’skirt’ to the plotted area to
allow dragging the electrode positions outwards onto the borderline of the head circle.
7 With

regard to the attribute types introduced in Section 1.2, the sessions would be ordinal, the timepoints
discrete, and the voltage values continuous. Probands, electrodes and, since block-order effects are
counteracted by Wachinger et al., repetitions, are to be seen as nominal attributes.
8 Full reference in Section 3.3.
9 Note that the raw data was averaged, not its absolute values, i.e. this is not an observation of global
field power. Missing values, discussed in Section 3.2.3, were ignored in the averaging of voltages.
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Figure 3.2.: Average voltage distribution over time for S1. Columns from left to right: All probands, small
control group, small dyslexic group, group differences (column 3 - column 2).
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In contrast, the rest of the plots in the present thesis, including the one on the right
of Figure 3.3, use what is referred to as a ’montage’ to distribute the electrodes more
evenly. This technique fixes the position of the Cz electrode at the center/top of the
head, and uses all coordinate values to calculate the three-dimensional distance between
Cz and every single other electrode, according to which they are placed inside the plot
area. As Figure 3.3 goes to show, the choice of topographic plotting technique can
significantly influence the appearance of the outcome, possibly altering observations.

Figure 3.3.: Realistic vs. even visualization of electrodes, i.e. original 3D coordinates with skirt versus
montage coordinates. Average voltage from 500 to 900 ms in dyslexic group for S1.

3.2.3. Missing values
Wachinger et al. removed artifacts in the EEG data by replacing them with the Not a
Number (NaN) value, a placeholder value for illegal or missing data. As stated in Section
3.1.3, intermittent NaNs in the ERP curves were avoided by replacing all timepoints
of an affected electrode in the respective repetition. This phenomenon was named a
single-repetition electrode failure by the author. During EDA, it was observed that there
were cases in which an electrode produces NaNs not only for one repetition but for
all repetitions recorded for a certain proband, resulting in the introduction of the term
complete electrode failure. In fact, as documented in Table 3.2, there was a remarkable
amount of cases in which all electrodes would exhibit this behavior simultaneously for
a proband, i.e. the entire proband’s data was missing. These were called empty probands,
and although the implementation provided in Appendix B relies on the aforementioned
terms, this thesis will, for the sake of conciseness and yet to not confuse the reader with
too many acronyms, accordingly speak of empty electrodes instead of complete electrode
failures and of empty repetitions in place of single-repetition electrode failures.
The total percentage of NaNs (4.85%) in Table 3.2 is consistent with the one reported
by Wachinger et al. in [1].10 The discovery of empty probands had a significant
practical influence, leading to the implementation of the function preprocessing.
drop_empty_probands(), described in context in Section 4.1.2 and available in full in
Appendix B, that removes empty samples before the start of predictive modeling. This
allows the true exclusion of what is more than 70% of all missing data, and at least
>40% of missing data per session, strongly ameliorating any unwanted effects this data
might have on the training of models.
Although the proband column in Table 3.2 might spark the idea that the sole empty
sample in four of the five sessions could stem from one and the same person, there
is no ascertainable pattern in proband emptiness across sessions - there is, in fact,
10 See

direct quote in Section 3.1.3.
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Session

Total NaNs

Empty prob.s

Add. empty el.s

Add. empty rep.s

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

5020400, 3.81%
3437500, 2.61%
2977700, 2.26%
15796825, 12.00%
4668400, 3.55%

1, 40.98%
1, 59.86%
1, 69.10%
7, 91.18%
1, 44.07%

2, 0.64%
4, 1.86%
0, 0.00%
0, 0.00%
2, 0.68%

10658, 58.38%
4786, 38.29%
3346, 30.90%
5069, 8.82%
9378, 55.24%

Total

31900825, 4.85%

11, 70.95%

8, 0.40%

33237, 28.65%

Table 3.2.: NaNs across sessions. Percentages in NaN column are in relation to all values in that session,
those in the last 3 columns are in relation to the number of total NaNs. 3rd column lists
’additional’ empty electrodes, i.e. those not accounted for by the probands in column 2. Column
4 only counts empty repetitions outside of empty electrodes. All percentages are rounded to 2
decimals.

no repetition at all (S1: Proband 44; S2: 48; S3: 13; S4: 1,53,54,55,60,61,63; S5: 20).
The close succession of empty probands’ indices internal to S4 points to temporary
technical difficulties in handling the EEG equipment in the original study as a possible
explanation for the abnormally high amount of NaNs.
Luckily, the small groups defined for the classification use case are only slightly
affected by the removal of empty probands; the control group is reduced to 14 children
in S2, S3 and S4, the dyslexic group is not affected.
Remaining NaNs cannot be left as they are, since the predictive modeling algorithms
used in this project11 do not support them.12 Since only 1.41% of all data is missing
after empty proband removal, one could consider primitively replacing all NaNs with
zeros,13 but this could still introduce a significant bias, leading models to differentiate
groups by their missing data. Table 3.3 investigates the distribution of NaNs across the
classification groups.
Session

NaNs incl. empty probands

NaNs without empty probands

Session

Dyslexic Group

Control Group

Dyslexic Group

Control Group

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

2475 ∗ 58
810 ∗ 58
519 ∗ 58
1014 ∗ 58
1623 ∗ 58

3401 ∗ 58
10104 ∗ 58
8555 ∗ 58
9405 ∗ 58
2270 ∗ 58

2475 ∗ 58
810 ∗ 58
519 ∗ 58
1014 ∗ 58
1623 ∗ 58

3401
2622
1073
1923
2270

∗ 58
∗ 58
∗ 58
∗ 58
∗ 58

Table 3.3.: Distribution of empty repetitions across classification groups. Even after removal of empty
probands, which leaves the dyslexic group unaffected, the control group contains significantly
more missing values.

The suspicion that might have arisen in attentive readers upon the statement that
11 See

Section 3.4.
if one were to use a construct from the scipy.sparse module to store samples and manually
adjust it to omit NaN entries instead of zeros (replace NaNs with 0s before conversion to matrix,
restore actual 0s by explicitly setting them after conversion), the algorithms would still interpret all
implicit values in the sparse matrix as zeros, yielding the same result as simple ’imputation by zero’
(see next sentence). XGBoost is an exception, as it does offer internal management of missing values.
Since it is just one of many algorithms and would require special treatment of data, this option is not
used. [34]
13 This is a tremendously bad idea, and would most probably not be a much better one if one were to
instead ’impute’ with the actual baseline value.
12 Even
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only the control group contains empty probands is confirmed by Table 3.3; for unknown
reasons, the control group contains substantially more empty repetitions and thus NaN
values than the dyslexic group. Along with the discovery of empty probands, this is
likely the most valuable insight gained from EDA. It is also the reason why a proper
imputation14 by mean is set as default for all algorithms even in the early stages of
performance assessment documented in Section 5.1.

3.3. Software and Tools
The prediction framework implemented as the main part of this thesis project as
well as all supplementary programs were written in Python 3.6.4.15 The code was
developed in the Visual Studio Code 1.23.1 (Microsoft Corp.)16 environment, except for
some modifications made during testing and evaluation on a designated test running
machine using PyCharm Community 2018.2.2 (JetBrains s.r.o.)17 .
Apart from trivial package uses, the main pipeline functionalities were implemented
using three central libraries; numpy 1.14.2,18 scipy 1.0.0,19 and scikit-learn 0.19.1 (also
known as sklearn)20 . The latter also provided all PMAs presented in the next section,
with the exception of XGBClassifier, a class imported from the xgboost package21 ,
version 0.80.
Topographical plots of EEG data were generated using the open-source neurophysiological data visualization package MNE Python 0.16.2,22 in combination with the
matplotlib 2.1.2 package23 and its module matplotlib.pyplot.
Computed results were saved in the .csv format and viewed and organized in
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp.).

3.4. Predictive Modeling Algorithms
This section briefly introduces the (implementations of) predictive modeling algorithms (PMAs) used in the present thesis project. Some were recommended by the
advisor, some were selected using the ’scikit-learn algorithm cheat-sheet’ available at
[36].

3.4.1. Regressors
Elastic Net (ENet)
Elastic Net (ENet) is a regularized regression method, meaning that it explicitly
penalizes model complexity. In particular, ENet combines the Least Absolute Shrinkage

14 Imputation

is the replacement of missing values in a dataset with plausible substitute values based on
available datapoints for the respective features. [35] Implemented imputation techniques are further
addressed in Section 4.6.
15 https://www.python.org/
16 https://code.visualstudio.com/
17 https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/
18 http://www.numpy.org/
19 https://www.scipy.org/
20 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/
21 https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost, https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
22 https://martinos.org/mne/stable/, https://zenodo.org/record/1238797
23 https://matplotlib.org/
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and Selection Operator (LASSO) and Ridge Regression.24 Ridge Regression is based
on Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation, meaning that it is focused on reducing
the squared prediction error, yet it is less prone to overfitting than simple OLS, since
it adds (the weighted sum of squared coefficients as) a regularization term. LASSO
is equivalent to Ridge Regression except for a slight difference in the regularization
term (, which is now the weighted sum of absolute coefficients,) that causes LASSO to
set the coefficients of most (unimportant) features to zero, whereas Ridge Regression
merely minimizes their impact.
ENet allows regulating the influence of both approaches, and thus the degree of
sparsity versus the smoothness of the solution, via a mixing parameter named l1_ratio
in the ElasticNet class provided by sklearn’s linear_model module and used for this
project. A second central parameter is alpha, a factor applied to both penalty terms
that controls the ’power’ of regularization. [22, 26, 35, 37]
The scikit-learn cheat-sheet recommends ENet in case of a moderate number of
samples (<100000) where "few features should be important" [36]. Since its ’internal
feature selection’ is not only desirable for the high number of features at hand, but also
likely to produce a well interpretable model, ENet was the first PMA recommended by
the advisor.
Partial Least-Squares Regression (PLSR)
Partial Least-Squares Regression (PLSR) is another linear regression method that has
been reported to behave similarly to Ridge Regression, sometimes being slightly less
stable. Methodically, it is closer to a technique called Principal Components Regression
(PCR).25 [26]
Due to it being aimed at similar use cases (e.g. more features than samples, interdependencies among features) but relying on a different approach (projection of
feature and target variables into regression spaces), it was considered an interesting
alternative to ENet. [26, 35] However, it was dropped after the first stage of broad
testing in Section 5.1.1, due to unsatisfying results. The implementation used is
sklearn.cross_decomposition.PLSRegression. Since its default settings are tuned for
prediction of two-dimensional targets, it was necessary to set n_components=1 upon
instantiation. [38]
Linear Support Vector Regression (LSVR)
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are powerful (binary) classification tools adaptable
to regression based on the separation of the sample space via hyperplanes.26 Linear
Support Vector Regression (LSVR) is a simple SVM variant, implemented in sklearn as
svm.LinearSVR and recommended by the algorithm cheat-sheet if the selection of few
features is not considered as important.27 [24, 36, 39] Like PLSRegression, LinearSVR
dropped out after the first test stage.

24 For

mathematical details on both LASSO and Ridge Regression, turn to [26] or [35].
more about PLS, PCR, and their relation in [26] or [35].
26 For a practical primer on SVMs, turn to [24]. For mathematical details, once again, refer to [26] or [35].
27 The cheat-sheet also recommends Ridge Regression, which is already comprised by ENet; there is a
general consensus that ENet outperforms both Ridge and LASSO. [26]
25 Read
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Automatic Relevance Determination Regression (ARDR)
Automatic Relevance Determination is a complex regression technique based on Ridge
Regression provided by sklearn’s linear_model module. [40] The ARDRegression class
in sklearn internally relies on Bayesian Regression, in which, as noted by the developers,
"[i]nference of the model can become time consuming" [41]. Due to extreme run times
during preliminary testing, ARDRegression, although still supported by the project’s
framework, was excluded from the selection of algorithms in Chapter 5.

3.4.2. Classifiers
Elastic Net (ENet)
The ENet introduced above as a regressor can in the same manner be employed for
the classification use case. [26]
Linear Support Vector Classification (LSVC)
As mentioned before, SVMs are originally a classification tool. The classification counterpart to sklearn.svm.LinearSVR is sklearn.svm.LinearSVC. Linear Support Vector
Classification (LSVC) is the go-to classification method recommended by the algorithm
cheat-sheet. [36, 42] Like its regression equivalent, it dropped out after the first stage of
broad testing.
K Nearest Neighbors Classification (KNN)
In case Linear Support Vector Classification fails, the cheat-sheet recommends trying
K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) Classification. [36] KNN is a simple and popular instancebased classifier. This means that it does not build a model in the sense other algorithms
do, but rather bases its prediction for a new sample on the familiarity of known samples.
KNN in particular simply selects the k ’nearest’ samples, where k can be chosen by the
user, which then determine the class of the new sample via majority vote. To determine
which samples are ’nearest’, the algorithm requires a distance measure. [24, 43]
The default metric used by sklearn.neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier is the
minkowski distance defined as (∑ | x − y| p )(1/p) , where x and y are points, i.e. samples, and p is an integer parameter. p=2 by default, in which case the minkowski is
equal to the euclidean distance.28 The k parameter is not called k but n_neighbors. A
further interesting parameter is weights, which, when modified, allows weighting
samples’ votes by the inverse of their distance to the sample to be classified.29 [44, 45]
There are other parameters for fine-tuning, which might have been considered, had
KNN not eventually dropped out of the selection process.
Gradient Boosting Classification (GB)
After KNN, the cheat-sheet points to ensemble classifiers as a last resort. [36] This is
the category sklearn places its GradientBoostingClassifier in. [46] Gradient Boosting
(GB) combines multiple regression trees but, in contrast to e.g. the similarly widespread

28 For

other supported distance metrics, see [44].
that this is similar but not necessarily equal to Shepard’s method, which omits k and instead weights
all samples. [24]

29 Note
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Random Forests30 , after pre-pruning, does so "in a serial manner, where each tree tries
to correct the mistakes of the previous one" [43].
Arguably the most important parameters are the loss function to be optimized, the
learning_rate, which controls the strength of correction in each step, n_estimators,
i.e. the number of trees/stages to compute, and max_depth, regulating the complexity of
each single tree. [43, 46] learning_rate and n_estimators "are highly interconnected,
as a lower learning_rate means that more trees are needed to build a model of similar
complexity" [43]. This aspect needs to be considered in optimization, as well as that an
overly high n_estimators might lead to overfitting. [43]
As recommended by the advisor, the battery of PMAs further includes
XGBClassifier, a different implementation of the same algorithm in the xgboost
package, where XGB means ’eXtreme Gradient Boosting’. It offers a multitude of
parameters documented at [34], including learning_rate, n_estimators, max_depth,
and an objective parameter that seems to be similar to GB’s loss, yet has no predefined values to choose from. It does however allow choosing between three booster
options, subimplementations that use entirely different approaches (e.g. gblinear uses
linear functions instead of trees). [34]

30 More

information on Random Forests in scikit-learn can be found in [43].
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This chapter explains the structure of the entire Predictive Analytics framework,
as well as ideas and approaches for enhancing its output other than adjusting the
parameters of the employed algorithms. Design choices are discussed by reference to
code snippets. The full code for four of the six modules is provided in Appendix B.

4.1. Overall Structure
The project is divided into six modules; preprocessing for data preparation and
manual feature selection, predictive_modeling for applying classification or regression, i.e. for obtaining predictions, evaluation for computing metrics to rate these
predictions, pipeline to coordinate the three previous modules, and test_runner as
an intuitive interface for running pipeline with different test parameters, including
different PMAs. misc is a collection of miscellaneous constants and helper functions
accessible to all modules. The following subsections address the modules one by one.1

4.1.1. Pipeline Module
The pipeline module holds two high-level functions, classification_pipeline()
and regression_pipeline(), both of which take the same parameters; a model object,
i.e. an instance of one of the supported classifier or regressor classes, and thirteen
optional adjustment parameters. Regardless of which of the two pipelines is called,
the predictive modeling process starts with the loading of the historical data. This is
achieved via a call to load_class() or load_reg() respectively.2 The latter loads the
complete historical data while Classification only utilizes the data of the predefined
dyslexic and control groups.3 Both functions create matching target arrays y for the
sample arrays X they load, with load_reg() fetching the reading list percentile ranks
from a file.

4.1.2. Preprocessing Module
Preceding any kind of more complex preparation, the empty probands identified4 in Subsection 3.2.3 are removed from both X and y using the function
drop_empty_probands() in the preprocessing module.5 The rest of that module
consists of the preprocess() function, which the pipeline calls next, and its helper
functions. Notably, they operate exclusively on the sample array, not affecting the
number of probands any further. The parameters of the preprocess() function control
1 With

the exception of misc. misc and test_runner are the two modules not explicitly provided in
Appendix B.
2 Additionally, in case of regression, information about the probands’ gender is loaded for use in
stratification. See Section 4.3.
3 As introduced in Section 3.1.2.
4 Despite their low number, the probands to be removed are not hardcoded but flexibly identified in
preprocessing.drop_empty_probands().
5 In case of regression, the gender array has to be adjusted as well.
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manual feature selection (Section 4.4), time granularity (Section 4.5), and the imputation
of single empty repetitions (Section 4.6.1).
One important aspect central to understanding the code provided in Appendix B
is the transposition of the data from its original dimensions (with repetitions at the
deepest level) to a more intuitive structure of timepoints by electrode by repetition by
proband at the very start of the preprocess() function.6 This is shown in Listing 4.1:
179
180
181

# transpose from (p,e,t,r) to more practical and intuitive
# (p,r,e,t) format
X = np.transpose(X, (0, 3, 1, 2))
Listing 4.1: Initial transposition of sample array in preprocessing. numpy imported as np.

4.1.3. Predictive Modeling Module
The preprocessed samples are passed to predictive_modeling.classify() or
predictive_modeling.regress() by the respective pipeline, along with the target
array,7 the model object, and the arguments regulating i.a. cross-validation (CV) (Section 4.3), complete electrode imputation (Section 4.6.2), and dynamic feature selection
(Section 4.7).
The latter two are methods that have to be realized dynamically, i.e. during the CV
loop, in order to prevent data leakage from the TeS to the TrS.8 The core modeling
functionality of both classify() and regress() is outsourced to the helper function
apply(), which fits the model on the current TrS and returns its prediction array for
the respective TeS. After accumulating the model’s predictions over all CV folds, the
predictive_modeling module returns them to the pipeline along with an array of
expected values of the same shape9 .

4.1.4. Evaluation Module
Both arrays are passed along immediately to the evaluation module’s eval_class()
or eval_reg() functions, which calculate a number of metrics (Section 4.8) and return
their respective scores. The pipelines pass these values along to their caller.

4.1.5. Test Runner Module
Although they can be executed directly via the main() function of their module for
quick trials,10 classification_pipeline() and regression_pipeline() are in most
cases called from the test_runner module. It offers a battery of functions that build on
each other. The run_model_args() function allows executing either the classification or
the regression pipeline for multiple variations of one model type, i.e. for instances of
that type built with different constructor arguments. Additionally, it can be handed not
only a dictionary of pipeline arguments to use, but also a list of instructions on which
6 This

dimensional format is chosen because it is not only more intuitive but also more practical for the
operations performed throughout the pipeline. However, the placement of electrodes on a dimension
more shallow than repetitions is more useful for some components, such as electrode-level imputation
and topographic visualizations.
7 As well as the gender array in case of regression.
8 For more information on data leakage issues and how to avoid them, see [26] or [47].
9 Note that this array is not identical to the original target array, since the sample order has been changed
by shuffling and stratification during the CV split. See Section 4.3.
10 This functionality has been removed for conciseness in the version of the code in Appendix B.
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pipeline parameters to vary, and in what manner. If such alternate pipeline arguments
are specified, the model variations are each tested on all of the pipeline variations.11
The settings used and results obtained in each run are written to the same .csv file.
Pipeline outputs to the console are redirected to a logfile.
Methods for several stages of testing are defined, all of which employ
run_model_args() and thus implicitly the less complex functions below it in the call
hierarchy.

4.2. Handling Repetitions
When passing samples to any of the considered PMAs, they must be stored in a twodimensional array of the shape (n_samples, n_features). By default, the pipelines
and the functions serving them do exactly this; they reshape the four-dimensional
array of shape (n_probands, n_repetitions, n_electrodes, n_timepoints) into
(n_probands, n_repetitions * n_electrodes * n_timepoints). Omitting the deletion of empty probands, this means that n_samples = 31 for classification, and
n_samples = 64 in the regression use case. As previously stated, these are relatively low
samples counts for any predictive modeling technique. At the same time, n_features
= 58 * 129 * 275 = 2057550 in both cases. While this high number of features can
be contained by techniques mentioned above, such as manual and dynamic feature
selection and the coarsening of time granularity, none of these methods increase the
number of samples.
There is, however, one more central parameter besides the ones mentioned above;
the repetition_strategy. Its default value is ’all_pred’, which means that the
contents of all repetitions are used as predictors, i.e. features, as usual. Another option
is ’avg_pred’, in which case the contents of a proband’s repetitions are averaged,
1
reducing the amount of features by a factor of 58
, yielding 35475 features if applied
without any other feature reduction techniques. The same feature count can be achieved
by splitting probands up along their repetitions and treating each of them as its own
sample, which is what the option ’samp_avg’ stands for. Omitting the removal of
empty probands, this method would yield 31 ∗ 58 = 1798 or 64 ∗ 58 = 3712 samples.
Since one is still aiming to predict the target value per proband, the predictions obtained
for a proband’s repetitions are simply averaged before evaluation. Alternatively, one
can set repetition_strategy to ’samp_med’ to use the median prediction instead. An
analogous alternative for ’avg_pred’ exists in instead passing ’med_pred’.

4.3. Stratified K-Fold Cross-Validation
A central benefit of the Predictive Analytics framework implemented for the present
thesis project is its use of cross-validation (CV). CV is an established method for
stabilizing metric assessments of algorithm performance in Predictive Analytics. Note
that CV is therefore not meant to necessarily improve the predictive quality of an
algorithm, just to enable quantifying this quality in a more reliable manner. [43]
Instead of simply splitting the historical data into a TrS and a TeS of arbitrary sizes as
explained in Section 1.2, which could be achieved via a call to the train_test_split()
11 Note

that the pipeline arguments are set independently of each other, i.e. one by one, testing their
isolated effects on the model variation at hand, as is advisable for pragmatic testing to keep the number
of runs manageable.
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function of the sklearn.model_selection module, k-fold CV compartments the historical data into k disjunct subsets or folds of approximately equal size. Over k iterations,
another fold (a 1k share of the data) is used as the TeS each time, leaving the other
folds, and thus the majority of the data ( k−k 1 ), as the TrS. Since predictions are obtained
for all samples instead of 1k th of samples in a singlular split with a TeS of equal size,
much more accurate assessment12 of these predictions becomes possible.13 [43, 48] In
the implemented framework, the user controls the number of folds via the respective
pipeline parameter.
This functionality was temporarily bypassed for the application of leave-one-out-crossvalidation (LOOCV) in Section 5.6. LOOCV is k-fold CV where k is equal to the number
of samples, i.e. the TeS in each fold contains exactly one element. [26, 43]
Conveniently,
sklearn.model_selection
also
offers
the
function
cross_val_predict(), which applies CV in exactly the described manner. There is
however a problem yet to be adressed; Listing 4.2 shows how the arrays of dyslexic and
control samples are merged via a simple concatenation in pipeline.load_class(). If
one were to compartment the resulting array as is, all subsets but one would consist
of only one kind of proband, which would lead to highly unfair situations for most
folds, in which an algorithm would be trained e.g. on mainly dyslexic samples and
then used to make predictions on exclusively control probands. One way to ameliorate
this unnatural distribution, supported by cross_val_predict() (and inherent in
train_test_split()), is to shuffle the sample array before splitting it. Of course, an
option to fix the random seed for these shuffles across pipeline runs is needed to ensure
that e.g. multiple algorithms operate on the same random split when comparing the
quality of their predictions. Conversely, the random state, which can be manipulated
via the optional parameter rand_state of both pipeline functions in this project’s
implementation, can be varied across runs in order to obtain different predictions and
metric values for an otherwise identical configuration, which, after averaging them, are
even more reliable.14 [43, 48, 49]
38
39

# create target array
y = np.concatenate([np.ones(len(dys)), np.zeros(len(con))])
Listing 4.2: Creation of target array in load_class(). numpy imported as np.

Even though it saves PMAs from certain doom, randomization leaves their performance to chance. Of course, using k-fold CV, it is unlikely that all k folds lead to an
unrealistically unfortunate constellation, but especially for the classification use case,
the folds can be constructed in an even more balanced and realistic manner using
stratification. In stratified k-fold CV, data is split such that the proportions between
classes remain the same in each fold. Since no class labels are available in the regression pipeline, samples are stratified by gender in this case, in an effort to counteract
interferences of this metavariable.15 [43]
Even though an instance of it could be passed to cross_val_predict(), CV is
implemented via the StratifiedKFold class in this project, directly calling its split()
12 Note

that, besides evaluating all predictions for more stability, one can also evaluate per fold and
compare the results, gaining information about how strongly the model depends on the selection of a
favorable training set. [43]
13 Naturally, the runtime of all parts of the algorithm executed during one fold (i.e. training, prediction,
etc.) is also approximately multiplied by k.
14 This method can be rather time intensive and is only applied in the very final stage of performance
assessment in Section 5.6.
15 Gender differences in DD have previously been found. [2, 18] Stratification by genetic predisposition or
according to a threshold of reading test percentile rank might have been interesting choices as well.
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method. While randomization is still supported and modifiable as described above,
split() does not perform a full CV but merely returns the indices of the samples that
belong in the respective sets per fold. [49, 50] Thus, the CV loop must be manually
implemented, which, in the case of this project, is in fact absolutely necessary, since
certain procedures need to be performed inside this loop. That is, the imputation of
empty electrodes (see Section 4.6.2) and dynamic feature selection (see Section 4.7)
must only take elements of the TrS into account for their decisions before applying the
consequences to both sets in order to prevent information leakage from the TeS into the
TrS.16
Extra caution regarding the prohibition of information leakage is required for the
repetition strategies samp_avg and samp_med; although treated as individual samples,
the repetitions belonging to one proband still need to remain in the same set. Thus,
for these strategies, the sample and target arrays are shuffled with the probands in the
first dimension before reshaping them into the desired sample-wise format (i.e. first
dimension = probands * repetitions) inside the CV loop.
Lastly, let it be noted that while it is true that more folds equal more data in the
TrS and "more data will usually result in more accurate models" [43], this does not
always hold true,17 especially for a number of samples as low as the one available
for this project. However, if the rule does hold true for an algorithm under the given
circumstances, it can perhaps be seen as a sign for robustness.

4.4. Manual Feature Selection
It is often noted that a manual preselection of features typically has a much higher
impact on the output of an algorithm than an alteration of this algorithm’s arguments.
[24] One reason for this is the effect of complexity reduction, which is the main focus
of manual feature selection in the present case. The framework offers one method for
feature selection on the electrode level and two methods for complexity reduction on
the time axis. All three of these methods are implemented in the preprocessing module,
since they operate on the complete, pre-split data.
One important rule of manual feature selection is that it cannot be based on information gained from the analysis of the TeS - and since the project uses CV, in which
every single data sample is in the TeS once, none of them can be used for manual
feature selection without risk of information leakage. This is contrasted by dynamic
feature selection (see Section 4.7), which is done automatically during each fold, taking
information only from the current TrS. Whilst this automated feature selection might
intuitively seem superior, manual feature selection offers a valuably direct way of
checking hypotheses and interacting with the data.

4.4.1. Regions of Interest
For complexity reduction on the electrode level, the framework supports the
definition of a region of interest (ROI), which can be passed directly to the
classification_pipeline() or regression_pipeline() function as a list of indices of
the electrodes to consider via the optional roi parameter. Predefined lists of electrodes
are available in the misc module, namely all the ROIs proposed by Hasko et al. in [5]
for the different ERP components mentioned in Section 2.3.1. These ROIs are shown in
16 Again,
17 As

a short and recommended read on information leakage is [47].
can be seen throughout Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.1. Since ROIs are not applied on single intervals but on the entire data in the
present project, the union of all ROIs from [5], consisting of 43 (i.e. exactly one third of)
electrodes, is also provided.

Figure 4.1.: ROIs. "Filled blue dots depict electrodes included in the [left hemispheric (LH)] and [right
hemispheric (RH)] ROIs of the N170. Light blue circles depict electrodes included in the LH
and RH ROIs of the N170 difference waves. Orange circle depicts electrodes included in the
ROI of the N400 and filled red dots depict electrodes included in the ROI of the LPC" [5].
Taken from [5].

The code excerpt in Listing 4.3 is taken from the function
preprocessing.preprocess(), where the ROI is applied directly on the data,
preceded only by the transposition of data mentioned in Section 4.1.2 and explicitly
shown in Listing 4.1, and the optional application of a time interval, shown later in
Listing 4.6.
189
190

# remove electrodes outside of region of interest
if roi is not None: X = X[:, :, roi, :]
Listing 4.3: Application of ROI.

4.4.2. Segmentation
Similar to roi, the parameter segments is optional and expects a list. This, however,
must be a list of tuples with start (inclusive) and end (exclusive) timepoints for each of
the intended segments, i.e. the intervals the user wants the data to be averaged over.18
Listing 4.4 shows the core of this segmentation process, which is realized in the helper
function preprocessing.segment() called by preprocess().
103
104
105

for i, (start, end) in enumerate(segments):
segm_samples[i] = np.nanmean(samples[:, :, :, start:end],
3) # t = (p,r,e)
Listing 4.4: Core of segmentation process. numpy imported as np.

18 On

a side note, these intervals are allowed to overlap, which could be exploited to increase the
contribution of some timepoints. However, the process of this project documented in Chapter 5 does
not make use of this.
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Note that this technique does not only immensely reduce the number of timepoints (to
the number of specified segments) but also denoises the data by lowering the granularity
of the timepoints through averaging. As will be explained in Section 4.5, this can also
be done separately and more uniformly across the time axis via the time_granularity
parameter, which, as time_interval, is ignored in case of segmentation, since the
intentions of these parameters are obviously conflicting.
The misc module provides two predefined segmentations, one based on that employed by Maurer et al. in [31], the other based on a very similar segmentation Maurer
et al. define in [4].19 Code for both is shown in Listing 4.5.
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

# segmentations (endpoint exclusive, real time / 4 + 25)
SEG_M2007 = [(39, 66), # 56-163 ms is closest to Maurer’s 55-163 ms
(66, 93), # 164-271 ms is closest to Maurer’s 164-272 ms
(93, 129), # 272-415 ms is closest to Maurer’s 273-417 ms
(129, 236)] # 416-843 ms is closest to Maurer’s 418-843 ms
SEG_M2006 = [(38, 66), # 52-163 ms is closest to Maurer’s 51-163 ms
(66, 93), # 164-271 ms is closest to Maurer’s 164-269 ms
(93, 129), # 272-415 ms is closest to Maurer’s 270-413 ms
(129, 170),# 416-579 ms is closest to Maurer’s 414-577 ms
(170, 231)]# 580-823 ms is closest to Maurer’s 578-823 ms
Listing 4.5: Definition of segmentations in the misc module.

4.4.3. Time Intervals
As stated before, a single interval can be passed to either pipeline in order to limit
the range of the time axis via the optional time_interval parameter. It expects a single
tuple containing a start (inclusive) and an end (exclusive) index and, if no segmentation
is specified, is applied directly in the preprocess() function. The code excerpt in
Listing 4.6 immediately follows the transposition of the sample array (see Section 4.1.2,
Listing 4.1).
183
184
185
186
187

# if no segmentation is specified and if explicitly ordered, apply
# ordered interval
if segments is None and time_interval is not None:
start, end = time_interval
X = X[:, :, :, start:end]
Listing 4.6: Application of time interval.

Again, the misc module offers predefined time interval tuples.
Namely,
INT_OMIT_IDLE_PHASE ranges from 0 to 1000 ms, omitting the 100 ms of pre-stimulus
measurements. INT_MAURER omits all timepoints outside of the segments defined in
[4].20 A third option is INT_LPC which includes only milliseconds 500 to 900, corresponding to the definition of the LPC by Wachinger et al. in [1].

19 Note

that, due to the initial granularity of the given ERP recording of 4 ms per timepoint, the segmentations cannot be perfectly reproduced.
20 I.e. it considers milliseconds 56 to 843, which, luckily, can be precisely replicated with the given initial
time granularity of 4 ms per timepoint. Since the boundaries of the segmentation by Maurer et al.
from 2006 are almost identical, no separate interval is modeled after it.
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4.5. Time Granularity
The time_granularity parameter is the factor by which the time axis is to be coarsened in preprocessing. It defaults to 1 for both pipeline functions, leaving the original timepoints untouched. The pipeline functions pass the time_granularity to
preprocessing.preprocess(), which, if no overruling segmentation is specified, calls
its helper function coarsen_time_granularity(), which applies said granularity. This
means that the original 275 (or less, if a time interval has been applied) timepoints are
divided into intervals of length time_granularity, plus, if necessary, a shorter ’tail
interval’ with a length of e.g. 275 % time_granularity. The timepoints inside these
intervals are averaged and the averages form the new timepoints.

4.6. Imputation
As extensively discussed in Section 3.2.3, the historical data contains NaNs that
need to be replaced by plausible substitute values based on the available data before
application of any PMAs. This is called imputation. While the removal of empty
probands makes proband-level imputation unnecessary, NaNs still need to be imputed
at repetition and at electrode level.21

4.6.1. Imputation of Empty Repetitions
The imputation of empty repetitions relies only on the contents of other repetitions of
the same proband. Thus, and since even when using samp_avg or samp_med as repetition
strategies, all of a proband’s repetitions are always either in the TrS or the TeS, empty
repetitions can be imputed outside and before CV without risk of information leakage
between sets.
Notably, this form of imputation is not necessary for the repetition strategies avg_pred
and med_pred, which implicitly remove empty repetitions by ignoring them in the
computation of the average, be it the mean or the median. This same mean or median
is what the Imputer imported from sklearn.preprocessing uses to replace the empty
repetitions. Which of the averages is to be applied can be specified by the user via the
single_rep_nan_strategy parameter for both pipeline functions.
This parameter can be set to mean, as by default, median, or zero,22 for the primitive
imputation strategy discussed in Section 3.2.3, which replaces all NaNs with zeros
without considering other repetitions.23 When it is set to zero, the imputation is
handled directly in preprocessing.preprocess(). In all other cases, it is outsourced
to the helper function impute_single_rep_failures() of the same module.

4.6.2. Imputation of Empty Electrodes
In contrast, the imputation of empty electrodes cannot be sensibly handled without
taking data from probands other than the one containing the electrode.24 Instead,
21 Since

Wachinger et al. did not allow intermittent NaNs in otherwise intact ERP curves, there is no
imputation at timepoint level.
22 The Imputer further supports imputation by most frequent value, yet this does not make sense for the
continuous EEG data at hand.
23 Imputation by zero is accomplished via numpy’s nan_to_num() function instead of the more expensive
Imputer.
24 Keep in mind that an empty electrode is one that produces NaNs over all repetitions of a proband.
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empty electrodes are imputed using the available EEG data for the same electrodes
in other probands’ samples. While missing values in both sets are to be replaced, the
substitute values must be computed based on data from the TrS exclusively to avoid
data leakage.
Thus, electrode-level imputation is not implemented in the preprocessing module but in a designated impute_complete_electrode_failures() function in the
predictive_modeling module that is called by the module’s classify() and regress()
functions during their respective CV loops,25 passing along the argument specifying
which strategy is to be used. This strategy can be defined by the user via the pipeline
parameter comp_electrode_nan_strategy, which is identical to its single-repetition
equivalent regarding options and default value.

4.7. Dynamic Feature Selection
As mentioned above,26 dynamic feature selection is done automatically during each
single fold of a CV process. An automated selection implies that there needs to be
an algorithm that scores the usefulness of features, i.e. another, perhaps more simple,
’sort-of-PMA’27 trained and applied inside the CV loop before training and application
of the actual PMA making the predictions.
Listing 4.7 displays the part of the code of the predictive_modeling.regress() function that is responsible for dynamic feature selection. As can be read from this listing,
the project utilizes SelectKBest, a class provided by sklearn.feature_selection.
Its constructor parameter score_func specifies which algorithm an instance of
SelectKBest is to employ for selection. The present project sets it to f_regression
for regression and f_classif for classification, due to the simplicity and speed of the
methods, them being based on the same approach, i.e. being expected to have similar
effects,28 and f_classif being the default value for score_func.
# if ordered, select ordered share of best features
if 0 < dyn_feat_sel < 1:
k = ceil(dyn_feat_sel * len(X_train[0]))
skb = SelectKBest(score_func=f_regression, k=k)
X_train = skb.fit_transform(X_train, y_train)
X_test = skb.transform(X_test)

390
391
392
393
394
395

Listing 4.7: Dynamic feature selection for regression.

Another constructor parameter for SelectKBest is k, i.e. the number of features to remain in the selection. Listing 4.7 shows that this is set to the number of features (i.e. len(X_train[0])) multiplied by dyn_feat_sel, which is the
same argument named dynamic_feat_sel on pipeline level,29 and wrapped by the
ceil() function, i.e. rounded to the next-highest integer to the resulting product.30
Thus, the dynamic_feat_sel argument (optionally) specified by the user upon calling
classification_pipeline() or regression_pipeline() is to be understood as the
25 The

function is not called in case of zero imputation, which, again, is handled directly in the calling
functions.
26 Specifically in the introductory paragraphs of Section 4.4.
27 Often enough, the algorithms employed for dynamic feature selection are actual PMAs, modified to
return not predictions on new data but the top-ranked important features in their model.
28 This helps further the comparability of both use cases and of performance of the respective PMAs.
29 Once again, see Appendix B for the full code and context of the single snippets shown in this chapter.
30 Rounding with ceil() prevents k from dropping to 0.
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rate of features that are to be selected as input for the actual PMA. Naturally, this rate
should be in the interval (0,1]. It defaults to -1, which, as the above code goes to show,
is treated like any value outside of (0,1), and results in the selection being skipped,
meaning that the PMA is fed the entirety of available features.

4.8. Metrics
After having explained all approaches for enhancing the pipeline’s performance,
this section addresses the metrics used to assess said performance. All metrics are
implemented in the evaluation module.

4.8.1. Classification Metrics
Five metrics were chosen for assessment of classification results. The most important
and most obvious choice is accuracy (ACC), i.e. the number of correct predictions
divided by the number of all predictions. During the optimization process in Chapter
5, this is the main compass leading to favorable configurations.
Similarly intuitive metrics are sensitivity, also known as true positive rate (TPR), and
specificity, also called true negative rate (TNR). Both are commonly used in statistics
and even more so in medical research. The first is the number of probands correctly
classified as dyslexic divided by the number of probands that actually are dyslexic.
Similarly, the second is the number of healthy probands correctly identified as such
divided by the number of all healthy probands.31 Like accuracy, these metrics are worst
for a value of 0 and best for 1.
One of two supplementary metrics is the F1 score, which can be computed from
the TPR in combination with the precision (number of correctly classified dyslexics
divided by number of all probands classified as dyslexic). Specifically, it is equal to
1
2 ∗ TPR ∗ precision ∗ TPR+ precision
. Again, the worst possible value is 0, the ideal value
is 1. [51]
The second supplementary metric, the area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (ROC AUC, or AUC for short), is more complex,32 but its output behaves similar
to that of the other metrics, so far as that 0 is the worst and 1 the best possible value. It
is important to note that the function sklearn.metrics.roc_auc_score() takes not the
predicted values themselves but the corresponding probability values returned by the
PMAs. Since the classification use case for this project is binominal, i.e. only comprises
two classes, and since the classes are labeled as 0 (non-dyslexic) and 1 (dyslexic), simply
rounding the probability values33 yields the predicted values needed for all other
metrics. [52, 53]

4.8.2. Regression Metrics
The most intuitive metric chosen for the regression use case is the mean absolute error
(MAE), measuring exactly what its name proclaims; the mean of the absolute errors
between predicted values and actual target values. The larger the MAE, the worse the
31 While

all other classification and regression metrics are available directly as functions in the module sklearn.metrics, the TPR and TNR were computed using the module’s confusion_matrix()
function.
32 For a brief yet comprehensive explanation, refer to [52].
33 In such a bi-class case, algorithms always return the probability for 1, not for 0. See the official
documentations for the specific algorithms.
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predictor. Note that, as intuitive as it sounds, what is a ’good’ or a ’bad’ MAE heavily
depends on the distribution of target values.34
Supplementary metrics are the explained variance score (EVS) and the R2 score,35 both
ranging from −∞ (worst case) to 1 (best case), with a constant function reaching an
R2 score of 0. [54, 55] There is a common consensus that a ’good’ EVS should also be
above 0.
In an attempt to make the quality of regressors comparable to that of classifiers,
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were computed for regression results using a
diagnosis threshold for dyslexia on both predicted and actual target values. A clear
such threshold is, as extensively discussed by Thambirajah in [2], still lacking. Since
this was only a minor aspect of the project, a numeric threshold of 16 was pragmatically
chosen, based on [56], an article by Schulte-Körne in a journal for (German) physicians.
Since only 7 of 64 probands would fall into the range of this diagnosis, the output of
these constructed metrics was not conclusive and always close to 1. Although a more
sophisticatedly chosen threshold could have improved results, an agreement with the
advisor was reached to put no further effort into the affair.

34 This

is reflected in Section 5.1.1, where a visual performance assessment was used to confirm a suspicion
caused by MAE values, but ultimately trusted over these values.
35 Neither of these metrics is considered simple enough for an explicit explanation to be regarded as
beneficial here. However, it shall be noted that R2 is also known as the coefficient of determination and
that the EVS is based on the relation of the variance of the prediction error to that of the target values.
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This chapter documents the process and results of applying the framework described
in the previous chapter with different algorithms and configurations in an attempt to
achieve accurate and stable predictions and to identify the features that they are based
on.
Due to all tests being run on the author’s private hardware, the limited project time,
and the high number of possible configurations implemented for both pipelines, testing
had to be conducted in a highly selective manner, as is common for applied Machine
Learning. In theory, it is possible that algorithms or sets of configurations excluded
early on hold more optimal solutions for the problem at hand than those selected
through the following pragmatic iterative process.
As implied in Section 4.8, the ACC and MAE are treated as the most important metrics
for classification and regression, respectively.1 All other metrics are supplementary. For
classification, the relation between TPR and TNR is regarded as more important than
AUC and F1 score.

5.1. Broad Testing of Isolated Parameter Impacts
To keep the number of runs in a viable range, parameters were at first tested in
isolation, i.e. after definition of a default set of arguments, one of these arguments
was altered at a time. While this method does not consider interferences between
parameters, it allows quick and reasonable selection while also providing an insight on
the strength of the impact and thus the significance of a single parameter.
The default pipeline arguments chosen at the beginning of broad testing are displayed in Listing 5.1. The default constructor arguments for each algorithm were
kept as specified by their creators. Exceptions are the fixation of the random_state
parameter where necessary to obtain comparable results across algorithms,2 and setting
n_components = 1 for PLSRegression so that it produces one float-type prediction per
sample, as the other algorithms do.
42
43
44
45
46

# default pipeline arguments
DEF_PIPE_ARGS = {’session’:1,’repetition_strategy’:’all_pred’,’folds’:3,
’time_granularity’:1,’single_rep_nan_strategy’:’mean’,
’comp_electrode_nan_strategy’:’mean’,’dynamic_feat_sel’:-1,
’time_interval’:None,’segmentation’:None,’roi’:None,’rand_state’:0}
Listing 5.1: Default pipeline arguments at the start of broad testing.

As mentioned before, PMAs are to be tuned for predictive quality on S1.3 3-fold CV
is chosen as a compromise between speed and reliability for broad testing. Random
1 For

this reason, ACC is transformed into a two-digit plus two-decimal percentage.
random_state parameter was set to 0 for GradientBoostingClassifier, XGBClassifier,
LinearSVC and LinearSVR. ElasticNet also has such a parameter but does not use it unless random
coefficient selection is activated, which it never was.
3 Parameter tuning on other sessions would be interesting as well, but the project time is limited.
2 The
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state is fixed to 0, outfile is not shown. All other defaults are chosen in the way that
least manipulates the EEG data, with the exception of the imputation strategies being
set to mean, a decision based on the explanation provided in Section 3.2.3.

5.1.1. Broad Testing of Repetition Strategies
As a first broad test, all classifiers and regressors (except for ARDRegression, which,
as mentioned in Section 3.4.1, was dropped during early testing) were run with varying
repetition strategies. This parameter was expected to have special significance for
the algorithms’ qualities,4 since it is the only parameter that can manipulate the
number of samples. It also has a huge effect on the number of features; with default
pipeline arguments, the option all_pred leaves all 2057550 features untouched, whereas
avg_pred and med_pred reduce their number to 35475. The same amount of features
is reached with repetition_strategy=samp_avg or samp_med, while also multiplying
the number of samples by 58, yielding 31 ∗ 58 = 1798 samples for classification and
63 ∗ 58 = 3654 samples for regression on S1.5
As specified above, 3 folds were chosen for CV. No noteworthy observations out of
the ordinary were made while running them. Results are displayed in Table 5.1.
all_pred (def.)

avg_pred

med_pred

samp_avg

samp_med

ENet
GB
XGB
KNN
LSVC

58.06
58.06
48.39
48.39
48.39

38.71
38.71
41.94
51.61
35.48

35.48
45.16
32.26
48.39
38.71

54.84
41.94
51.61
45.16
48.39

51.61
41.94
51.61
58.06
48.39

ENet
PLSR
LSVR

29.31
26.49
34.75

37.16
31.30
37.64

33.36
30.90
33.11

27.33
27.75
34.09

27.52
27.67
34.01

Table 5.1.: Accuracies of classifiers and MAE of regressors with different repetition strategies for 3-fold
CV. Accuracy given in percent, both metrics rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected
for further testing are marked green.

In the classification use case, the Elastic Net reaches below-chance accuracy
for both average methods and the highest above-chance accuracy of 58.06% for
repetition_strategy=all_pred. This configuration also yields the highest AUC value
(0.51)6 and the second-highest F1 score (0.65). The relation of TPR (0.75) and TNR
(0.40) is slightly worrisome but far worse for the other configurations. Interestingly,
TNR < 0.3 for both sample methods.
Gradient Boosting produces similar values, its accuracy peaking at 58.06% for
all_pred, as do the other metrics (TPR=0.69, TNR=0.47 (!), AUC=0.61, F1=0.63). All
other configurations yield ACC < 50%.
XGB shows below-chance accuracy for all but the sample methods, both of which
reach ACC = 51.61%. samp_med reaches the highest AUC (0.45) and F1 score (0.57), but
samp_avg is only slightly behind (AUC=0.44, F1=0.55) and has the preferable relation
of TPR (0.56) to TNR (0.47), where TNR is the highest reached for any setting.
4 Previous,

less systematic test runs had been consistent with these expectations.
sample counts are not equal across sessions, since the number of empty probands varies.
6 Additional metrics are always rounded to two decimals unless more are needed to demonstrate a
difference.
5 The
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Despite the high accuracy of KNN for samp_med, the relation of TPR (0.38) and TNR
(0.80) is more than suspicious. Therefore the only other above-chance (ACC=51.61%)
case is chosen in avg_pred, which has the highest TPR (0.44; TNR=0.60), AUC (0.51),
and F1 score (0.48).
LinearSVC does not reach above-chance accuracy. Therefore it is excluded from
further testing; a decision the other metrics do not contradict.
The MAEs obtained in regression are mostly distributed rather densely and remained
below expectations based on preliminary tests on dummy data. All EVS and R2 scores
are negative (EVS < -0.10, R2 < -0.17). The scatter plots shown in Figure 5.1 prove that
the models really are as imprecise as indicated by the metrics.

Figure 5.1.: Scatter plots for regressors, where expected target values are plotted along the x axes and true
target values along the y axes. The red angle bisector signifies the ideal regression, where all
predictions equal their true values. ENet and PLS Regression lean towards a constant output,
whereas LSVR predictions seem largely random.

Due to their clear failure to adapt to the data at hand, all three regressors are excluded
from further testing. For the four remaining classifiers, their respective default pipeline
parameters are adjusted for the next stage as indicated in Table 5.1.

5.1.2. Broad Testing of Pipeline Arguments
This next stage consisted of running the selected algorithms while altering the rest
of the variable pipeline arguments in isolation. Due to the field of algorithms having
narrowed, it was deemed viable to proceed with a more stable 5-fold CV. ENet threw
a convergence warning for the time_interval taken from [4]. High time-intensity in
comparison to the other methods was noted for GB, even higher runtime for XGB.7
Time Granularity
Since time granularity has a logarithmic effect on the number of timepoints, test
values were chosen on an exponential scale. Table 5.2 displays the results.
ENet, which is the only algorithm to directly benefit from the increased number
of folds, reaches its highest ACC of 61.29% at a time granularity of 1 (TPR=0.50,
TNR=0.73, AUC=0.57, F1=0.57). With a higher TNR (same TPR), AUC and F1 score
than time_granularity=2, and either TPR < 0.5 or TNR < 0.5 for all granularities >2,
the default option is the obvious choice.
7 Remarks

on runtime are based on informal observations. Since time efficiency is not the focus of
research and since tests were partly run on different machines, no explicit times were recorded.
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ENet
GB
XGB
KNN

1 (def.)

2

4

8

16

32

64

61.29
48.39
48.39
48.39

54.84
45.16
54.84
51.61

48.39
48.39
54.84
48.39

54.84
25.81
48.39
45.16

48.39
48.39
61.29
58.06

58.06
67.74
51.62

54.84
58.06

Table 5.2.: Accuracies of classifiers with different time granularities for 5-fold CV, given in percent and
rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

GB yields its only above-chance accuracies for granularities 32 and 64, which are also
the only cases where TPR and TNR are both ≥ 0.5. All metrics show a clear peak at 32
(ACC=67.74%, TPR=0.75, TNR=0.60, AUC=0.65, F1=0.71).
XGB’s accuracy peaks for a granularity of 16 (ACC=61.29%, TPR=0.69, TNR=0.53,
AUC=0.60, F1=0.65). Whilst time_granularity=64 ranks highest in TPR, AUC, and F1,
its TPR-TNR-balance is substantially worse (TNR=0.4).
Lastly, KNN falls below 50% for 5 folds and, in contrast to GB and XGB, does not
recover by alteration of time granularity alone. It exhibits identical values in all metrics
for granularities 8 and 16 (ACC=48.39%, TPR=0.31, TNR=0.67, AUC=0.41, F1=0.38).
Granularity 32 only differs in that its AUC is slightly elevated (0.43). However, this
was not regarded as significant and, lying more towards the center of the plateau,
time_granularity=16 was chosen until further refinement.
Single Repetition Imputation Strategy
All three supported options for imputation of single empty repetitions are compared
in Table 5.3. Note that an imputation by zero is, as noted in Section 3.2.3, not actually a viable option. It serves merely to highlight which algorithms are prioritizing
discriminators between classes other than the amount of NaNs.

ENet
GB
XGB
KNN

zero

mean (def.)

median

54.84
41.94
61.29
41.94

61.29
48.39
48.39
41.94

58.06
48.39
58.06
41.94

Table 5.3.: Accuracies of classifiers with different repetition-level imputation strategies for 5-fold CV, given
in percent and rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked
green.

ENet rejects the zero imputation, which yields not only the lowest accuracy but also
a TPR < 0.5. TPR, TNR and F1 score are highest in the default case, whereas AUC is
slightly lower than in the other cases.8
GB also rejects the zero imputation (ACC < 50%, both TPR and TNR < 0.5), producing equal values for both other options (ACC=48.39%, TPR=0.56, TNR=0.4, AUC=0.47,
F1=0.53). Mean imputation was chosen temporarily due to it being the popular approach.9 [35]
8 Exact

values of metrics are the same as above.
reason was the fact that median is inferior to mean imputation for ENet, which rejects zero
imputation, but superior for XGB, which seeks to maximize the impact of missing values.

9 Another
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The only algorithm indicating a clear preference for imputation by zero is XGB,
reaching its maximum ACC of 61.29% as well as peak AUC and F1 score for this
configuration. Only a TNR slightly < 0.5 warns of this tempting but calamitous choice.
Producing the only stable TPR-to-TNR rate (TPR=0.56, TNR=0.60) and the next-highest
ACC (58.06%), AUC (0.62), and F1 score (0.58), median imputation is the reasonable
choice.
KNN’s metrics behave exactly identical for all three configurations (ACC=41.94%,
TPR=0.25, TNR=0.60, AUC=0.35, F1=0.31), due to its repetition strategy overriding the
impact of single-repetition imputation.10
Empty Electrode Imputation Strategy
The same options as for repetition-level imputation are available for that of empty
electrodes. Again, zero is not a viable option.

ENet
GB
XGB
KNN

zero

mean (def.)

median

61.29
48.39
51.61
41.94

61.29
48.39
48.39
41.94

61.29
48.39
48.39
41.94

Table 5.4.: Accuracies of classifiers with different electrode-level imputation strategies for 5-fold CV, given
in percent and rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked
green.

Beyond those contained in Table 5.4, the scores of ENet, GB, and KNN remain
unaffected by the imputation strategy for empty electrodes. This is easily explained by
the fact that S1 has no more than 2 such electrodes,11 only one of which is present in
classification, where it is part of the control group data.
Conversely, change in this one electrode does affect XGB’s behavior in a highly
suspicious manner; this time, AUC is the only metric that does not peak for zero, but
instead for median imputation. This AUC value (0.583 replacing the default 0.575)
technically makes the median setting preferrable to the default. Yet, the decision to
pick the strategy relied not on this subtle difference but on the idea that an algorithm’s
preferred imputation strategy might be identical on repetition and electrode level.
Based on the same reasoning, the mean configuration was kept for ENet, GB (and
KNN).
Dynamic Feature Selection
By default, the dynamic feature selection parameter, which signifies the share of
features to keep, is set to -1. As the selection step is skipped for values ≤0 or ≥1, this is
merely a symbolic synonym for a full share of 1.12 For broad testing, equidistant shares
were tried, ranging as low as 20%, a minimum expected to impede the accuracy of any
algorithm. The results presented in Table 5.5 are therefore quite revelatory.
For ENet, all configurations resulted in identical scores, except for a slight increase
in AUC (0.58 instead of 0.57) for dynamic_feat_sel=0.2. This constellation allows for
10 As

explained in Section 4.6.1.
Section 3.2.3, Table 3.2.
12 As mentioned in Section 4.7.
11 See
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ENet
GB
XGB
KNN

-1 (def.)

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

61.29
48.39
48.39
41.94

61.29
48.39
48.39
35.48

61.29
38.71
54.84
29.03

61.29
38.71
48.39
29.03

61.29
38.71
45.16
25.81

Table 5.5.: Accuracies of classifiers with different dynamic feature selection shares for 5-fold CV, given in
percent and rounded to two decimals. -1 deactivates the feature selection, i.e. all features are
considered. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

two conclusions regarding the Enet algorithm; firstly, <= 20% of features are relevant to
its predictive modeling power, and secondly, it seems to agree to some extent with the
primitive algorithm employed by SelectKBest on which features these are.
Reassuringly, GB and KNN show the expected behavior, both decreasing in accuracy
with lower shares. In its descent, GB is reminiscent of a staircase function, as it drops
from 48.39% ACC to 38.71% between 0.8 and 0.6, simultaneously dropping in all
other scores, when there are only ever slight changes in AUC values before and after.
Showing the highest such value (0.48),13 0.8 was selected, with intent to refine that
selection in later iterations.
XGB reaches above-chance and thus maximum ACC (54.84%) as well as maximum
TPR (0.63), TNR (0.47 (!)) and F1 (0.59) values for a share of 0.6, with only a slight
decline in AUC (from 0.58 to 0.57) compared to the default.
As mentioned above, KNN’s accuracy peaks for the default value and decreases as
less features get selected. The default of -1 is also the only of the tested configurations
in which KNN maintains a TNR ≥ 0.5.14
Time Interval
Table 5.6 contains accuracies for all three time intervals described in Section 4.4.3.
Note that changing the time interval is likely to change an algorithm’s optimal settings
for time granularity and even dynamic feature selection. Since a non-default interval is
selected for all four algorithms in Table 5.6, further testing stages have to reconsider
both these settings.

ENet
GB
XGB
KNN

None (def.)

OMIT_IDLE_PHASE

MAURER

LPC

61.29
48.39
48.39
41.94

61.29
48.39
45.16
41.94

51.61
48.39
58.06
41.94

67.74
38.71
67.74
54.84

Table 5.6.: Accuracies of classifiers with time intervals for 5-fold CV, given in percent and rounded to two
decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

ENet’s ACC (67.74%) sees a clear peak for the shortest time interval, the LPC, as do
its TPR (0.75; TNR=0.6), AUC (0.77) and F1 score (0.71).
13 All

other values remain as explicified above when discussing imputation of repetitions, leaving ACC <
50% and TNR < 0.5.
14 Of course, that still leaves the problem of ACC < 50% and TPR < 0.3. See the exact values above under
’Single Repetition Imputation Strategy’.
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GB does certainly not prefer the LPC, however it shows equal ACC (48.39%) for all
other intervals. Since the interval taken from [4] is the shortest of those, i.e. omits the
most data, while not losing accuracy and showing a slightly better balance of TPR (0.44
(!)) and TNR (0.53), it is chosen despite a drop in F1 score (from 0.53 to 0.47).
With XGB, all values reach their maximum for time_interval=misc.INT_LPC
(ACC=67.74%, TPR=0.63, TNR=0.73, AUC=0.66, F1=0.67).
The same is true for KNN, which reaches above-chance accuracy for the first time
in this stage of testing for the LPC interval (ACC=54.84%, TPR=0.44, TNR=0.67,
AUC=0.52, F1=0.50).
Segmentation
Both segmentations specified in Section 4.4.2 are tested and compared to the default
case where none is applied. Note that, if chosen for further testing, a segmentation
would nullify all potential improvement gained in fine-tuning time granularity and
choosing a time interval. This begins to explain the choice of two alternative strategies
for GB in Table 5.7.

ENet
GB
XGB
KNN

None (def.)

M2007

M2006

61.29
48.39
48.39
41.94

32.26
61.29
54.84
51.61

41.94
54.84
51.61
48.39

Table 5.7.: Accuracies of classifiers with different segmentation strategies for 5-fold CV, given in percent
and rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

ENet shows clearly lower-than-default values for all metrics15 in case of either
segmentation.
All other algorithms perform better when segmentation is applied, and best for the
one determined by Maurer et al. in [4] in 2007. It yields maximum values for all metrics
for GB (ACC=61.29%, TPR=0.75, TNR=0.47 (!), AUC=0.68, F1=0.67), and peak values
for all metrics but the AUC for XGB (ACC=54.84%, TPR=0.69, TNR=0.4 (!), AUC=0.58,
F1=0.61) and KNN (ACC=51.61%, TPR=0.44 (!), TNR=0.6, AUC=0.40, F1=0.48). In the
latter cases, the AUC is slightly higher for the segmentation proposed in [31].
However, since those three algorithms all reach higher accuracies for either an altered
time granularity or the selection of a time interval, and the combined power of these
parameters is estimated to be even higher, the default options are kept. Merely for GB,
where the accuracy produced by segmentation as well as the difference between this
accuracy and that of the default case (61.29 - 48.39 = 12.90) are the highest among the
three algorithms, further tests are performed on the default as well as the segmentation
variant (referred to as GB-S), as is marked in Table 5.7.
Region of Interest
For broad testing, only the union of all ROIs from [5] was chosen, leaving the testing
of narrower, more refined ROIs to further stages. However, as can be read from Table
5.8, only one algorithm benefited from a restriction to even this relatively large ROI.
15 Most

notably, below-chance accuracy.
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ENet
GB
XGB
KNN

None (def.)

HASKO_ALL

61.29
48.39
48.39
41.94

48.39
45.16
58.06
38.71

Table 5.8.: Accuracies of classifiers with and without a predefined ROI for 5-fold CV, given in percent and
rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

ENet shows the best ACC, TNR and AUC for the default case, where the selection of
a ROI yields both below-chance ACC and a TNR < 0.3.
With similar decidedness, the default case yields the highest values for all metrics for
GB.
XGB shows just the opposite behavior, with the combination of ROIs specified by
Hasko et al. in [5] producing peak values for all metrics (ACC=58.06%, TPR=0.75,
TNR=0.4 (!), AUC=0.58, F1=0.65).
KNN shows different but equally undesirable TPR-to-TNR relations in both cases,
with the AUC and F1 score in conflict over which to choose. The accuracy however,
being regarded as the most powerful metric, enables a clear decision in favor of
considering all electrodes.
Intermediate Assessment
The arguments set as default for further testing are shown in Listing 5.2, a code
excerpt from the test_runner module.
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

# best pipeline arguments for selected models, deduced from results of
# stage 1 testing
DEF_ENET_CLASS_PIPE_ARGS_1 = {’session’:1,’repetition_strategy’:’all_pred’,
’folds’:5,’time_granularity’:1,’single_rep_nan_strategy’:’mean’,
’comp_electrode_nan_strategy’:’mean’,’dynamic_feat_sel’:0.2,
’time_interval’:misc.INT_LPC,’segmentation’:None,’roi’:None,
’rand_state’:0}
DEF_GRADBCLASS_PIPE_ARGS_1 = {’session’:1,’repetition_strategy’:’all_pred’,
’folds’:5,’time_granularity’:32,’single_rep_nan_strategy’:’mean’,
’comp_electrode_nan_strategy’:’mean’,’dynamic_feat_sel’:0.8,
’time_interval’:misc.INT_MAURER,’segmentation’:None,’roi’:None,
’rand_state’:0}
DEF_XGBCLASS_PIPE_ARGS_1 = {’session’:1,’repetition_strategy’:’samp_avg’,
’folds’:5,’time_granularity’:16,’single_rep_nan_strategy’:’median’,
’comp_electrode_nan_strategy’:’median’,’dynamic_feat_sel’:0.6,
’time_interval’:misc.INT_LPC,’segmentation’:None,
’roi’:misc.ROI_HASKO_ALL,’rand_state’:0}
DEF_KNCLASS_PIPE_ARGS_1 = {’session’:1,’repetition_strategy’:’avg_pred’,
’folds’:5,’time_granularity’:16,’single_rep_nan_strategy’:’mean’,
’comp_electrode_nan_strategy’:’mean’,’dynamic_feat_sel’:-1,
’time_interval’:misc.INT_LPC,’segmentation’:None,’roi’:None,
’rand_state’:0}
DEF_GRADBCLASS_SEG_PIPE_ARGS_1 = {’session’:1,’repetition_strategy’:’all_pred’,
’folds’:5,’time_granularity’:32,’single_rep_nan_strategy’:’mean’,
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103
104
105

’comp_electrode_nan_strategy’:’mean’,’dynamic_feat_sel’:0.8,
’time_interval’:misc.INT_MAURER,’segmentation’:misc.SEG_M2007,
’roi’:None,’rand_state’:0}
Listing 5.2: Default pipeline arguments for classifiers after broad testing.

Despite the aforementioned interferences and interdependencies between some of
the pipeline parameters, all algorithms benefit from these settings. Table 5.9 lists the
values of all metrics for the new configurations.

ENet
GB
GB-S
XGB
KNN

ACC

TPR

TNR

AUC

F1 score

67.74
64.52
54.84
64.52
48.39

0.75
0.63
0.63
0.69
0.38

0.60
0.67
0.47
0.6
0.60

0.76
0.67
0.68
0.61
0.44

0.71
0.65
0.59
0.67
0.43

Table 5.9.: Scores of classifiers with pipeline arguments selected in broad testing for 5-fold CV. ACC given
in percent, all metrics rounded to two decimals. Worrisome values (ACC < 50%, TPR or TNR <
0.5) are marked orange.

Except for KNN still not reaching above-chance accuracy and producing TPR < 0.5,
and the segmentation variant of GB exhibiting a slightly worrisome TNR of 0.47, all
algorithms seem sufficiently stable for this stage of testing, with ENet (67.74%), GB
and XGB (both 64.52%) already showing favorably high accuracies. None of the five
algorithms are excluded before broad testing of their model arguments.

5.1.3. Broad Testing of Model Arguments
As the pipeline arguments before, each algorithm’s model arguments were tested in
isolation. Thus, only the most independently impactful parameters were considered.
However, parameters merely focused on computational power, e.g. specifying an error
threshold or a maximum number of iterative computing steps, were also ignored in
this early stage, as the focus lay on parameters that change an algorithm’s approach to
a problem.
Aside from a convergence warning thrown by ENet for l1_ratio=0.1, no remarkable
observations were made. Runtimes were lowered in comparison to earlier test stages,
emphasizing the complexity-reducing effect of the new pipeline settings.
Elastic Net
The l1_ratio was the only parameter tested for ENet at this stage.16 With a default
setting of 0.5 and a range of [0,1], the test configurations evaluated in Table 5.10 were
deemed a reasonable selection.
0.1

0.3

0.5 (def.)

0.7

0.9

67.74

67.74

67.74

67.74

79.97

Table 5.10.: Accuracies of ENet with different l1_ratios for 5-fold CV, given in percent and rounded to
two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.
16 For

an explanation of the parameter, refer to Section 3.4.1.
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The lowest ratio of 0.1 shows a less favorable relation of TPR and TNR than the other
settings, yet its AUC and F1 score are elevated. 0.3 and 0.5 yield identical values for all
metrics, 0.7 shares these with the exception of a slightly higher AUC. l1_ratio=0.9,
finally, reaches a peak ACC of 70.97%, as well as a top TNR of 0.67 (TPR=0.75). Its AUC
(0.74) is slightly lowered and its F1 score (0.73) marginally heightened in comparison
to the default setting.17
Gradient Boosting
For GB, the loss function and the learning_rate were investigated.18 sklearn offers
only two options for the former, both of which were tested. The latter is a shrinkage
factor that should logically be kept in the interval (0,1) and is set to 0.1 by default.
As shown in Table 5.11, an exponential scale based on the default value was used to
roughly cover the range.
The default option for loss is ’deviance’. Since there is only one alternative,
’exponential’, which showed identical values except for an extremely subtle (<0.005)
drop in AUC, no table is provided for this parameter.
Similarly, there was no difference in accuracy among any of the learning_rate
settings. The relation of TPR and TNR was slightly altered and perhaps less favorable
for the two highest settings (both TPR=0.69 and TNR=0.60), yet they showed elevated
F1 scores (both 0.67). Other than that, the only differentiator was the AUC, thus
documented in Table 5.11.
0.05

0.1 (def.)

0.2

0.4

0.8

0.63

0.67

0.63

0.58

0.62

Table 5.11.: AUC values of GB with different learning rates for 5-fold CV, rounded to two decimals.
Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

Based on the AUC values, the default learning rate of 0.1 is kept, as is the default
loss function.
Gradient Boosting with Segmentation
The same tests were conducted for GB-S, with quite different outcome.
In addition to a remarkable advantage in accuracy (ACC=67.74%), the exponential
loss function is also superior to the default option regarding all other metrics (TPR=0.75,
TNR=0.60, AUC=0.72, F1=0.71).
0.05

0.1 (def.)

0.2

0.4

0.8

64.52

54.84

64.52

67.74

64.52

Table 5.12.: Accuracies of GB-S with different learning rates for 5-fold CV, given in percent and rounded
to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

Table 5.12 displays the outcomes for the varied learning rates. Again, the maximum
ACC is reached at 67.74%, and again, the corresponding configuration is the one
17 Since

this test stage still runs 5-fold CV, the default values are the same that were assessed at the end of
the last section.
18 Both are touched on in Section 3.4.2. For more information, see [43] (only on the latter) and of course
the official documentation at [46].
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that shows the best values for all other metrics (TPR=0.75, TNR=0.60, AUC=0.75,
F1=0.71).19
eXtreme Gradient Boosting
While the constructor of its XGBClassifier class does have a parameter called
’objective’ that seems to be similar, xgboost does not seem to offer any predefined
loss functions to choose from. It does however support the variation of learning_rate
(see Table 5.13) in the same way as sklearn’s GradientBoostingClassifier, and has
an additional interesting parameter that allows choosing between three boosters (see
Table 5.14).
0.05

0.1 (def.)

0.2

0.4

0.8

61.29

64.52

67.74

67.74

64.52

Table 5.13.: Accuracies of XGB with different learning rates for 5-fold CV, given in percent and rounded to
two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

The values in Table 5.13 paint a rather clear picture, rising from 0.05 to 0.2, reaching
and holding a plateau of ACC=67.74% until 0.4, and then falling. However, the TNR is
< 0.5 for rates 0.05, 0.2 and 0.8, moderate (0.53) for 0.4, and highest for the default rate
of 0.1.20 Between the latter two, 0.4 shows the higher TPR (0.81), with a difference in
TPR larger than the one in TNR. Along with the accuracies and the advantage of the
default configuration in AUC (0.61 over 0.60) being smaller than that of the 0.4 setting
in F1 (0.72 over 0.67), the relation of these differences was the reason for choosing
learning_rate=0.4.
gbtree (def.)

gblinear

dart

64.52

58.06

64.52

Table 5.14.: Accuracies of XGB with different boosters for 5-fold CV, given in percent and rounded to two
decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

While a comparably low ACC combined with a TNR < 0.3 rule out the gblinear
configuration, both other settings produce identical results for all metrics. The default
booster gbtree is kept due to the learning rate having been optimized for it, with plans
for reevaluation at a later stage, should the algorithm reach it.21
K Nearest Neighbors
All three parameters for KNN explained in Section 3.4.2 were investigated. The test
values for n_neighbors (see Table 5.15), which defaults to 5, were chosen according
n
to the function nk = nk−1 + d k2−1 e. The weights parameter can only be altered in the
one way mentioned in Section 3.4.2. All basic distance metrics specified in [44] were
19 Note

that the degree and nature of interconnectedness of loss function and learning rate is not known.
While Section 5.2 shows that there are at least no adverse effects for the constellation at hand, the
optimal learning rate for exponential loss could very well be entirely different.
20 TNR for learning_rate=0.1 is 0.60; see the end of Section 5.1.2 for this and other default values.
21 It shall not, as it is dropped in the validation phase in Section 5.4 following the fine-tuning of pipeline
arguments.
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tried (see Table 5.16),22 with the exception of the mahalanobis metric, which cannot be
applied without providing a covariance matrix.
3

5 (def.)

8

12

18

51.61

48.39

54.84

45.16

51.61

Table 5.15.: Accuracies of KNN with different numbers of neighbors for 5-fold CV, given in percent and
rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

None of the tested numbers of neighbors raises KNN’s TPR to or above 0.5. However,
above-chance accuracy is achieved for 3, 8 and 18 neighbors. The first of these settings
produces the highest AUC (0.51), while all other metrics are maximized by the second
(ACC=54.84%, TPR=0.38 (!), TNR=0.73, F1=0.46; AUC=0.47).
Setting weights=distance instead of uniform made no difference other than a slight
decrease in AUC, thus neither a table nor a change are required.
minkowski (def.)

manhattan

chebyshev

canberra

braycurtis

48.39

54.84

38.71

51.61

54.84

Table 5.16.: Accuracies of KNN with different distance measures for 5-fold CV, given in percent and
rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

Only the Manhattan metric, showing the highest ACC (54.84%) along with the
Bray Curtis distance, finally yields both TPR (0.50) and TNR (0.60) ≥ 0.5 (AUC=0.50,
F1=0.53).

5.2. Validation after Broad Testing
As stated in Section 1.2, the data collected over S2 through S5 was used in place
of a validation set.23 A first validation was conducted following the broad testing of
pipeline and model parameters. As the results obtained for 5-fold CV (see Table 5.17)
were not considered conclusive enough, the procedure was repeated for 7 folds (see
Table 5.18).

ENet
GB
GB-S
XGB
KNN

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

70.97
64.52
67.74
67.74
51.61

70.00
40.00
43.33
43.33
53.33

33.33
43.33
56.67
56.67
73.33

63.33
53.33
46.67
66.67
56.67

29.03
45.16
58.06
64.52
54.84

Table 5.17.: Accuracies of classifiers applied to data from different sessions for 5-fold CV, given in percent
and rounded to two decimals. Configurations with ACC < 50% or TPR or TNR < 0.5 are
marked orange.

The validation using 5-fold CV sees all classifiers except KNN (, which, due to
interferences between model parameters, still has a TPR < 0.5,) performing best on the
22 euclidean,

seuclidean and wminkowski are equal to minkowski for default settings. hamming does not
make sense for the data at hand. [44]
23 Note that, since it stems from different points in time and thus in literacy and dyslexia development,
the S2-S5 data does not make for an optimal validation set, thus it could yield hard-to-interpret results.
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session their parameters were optimized for. ENet reaches a comparable accuracy on
S2, while GB and, to some extent, GB-S seem to fail on other sessions in a relatively (!)
stable manner. XGB shows a tendency of better prediction on later sessions. KNN very
suspiciously performs worst on S1, with values varying wildly overall. The ranges of
ACC exhibited by all algorithms are rather large, resulting in the conclusion that the
results are too unstable to be trusted, and a rerun of the test with 7-fold CV.

ENet
GB
GB-S
XGB
KNN

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

67.74
70.97
70.97
54.84
41.94

76.67
46.67
46.67
50.00
53.33

33.33
30.00
53.33
66.67
63.33

53.33
46.67
46.67
46.67
63.33

38.71
51.61
51.61
64.52
61.29

Table 5.18.: Accuracies of classifiers applied to data from different sessions for 7-fold CV, given in percent
and rounded to two decimals. Configurations with ACC < 50% or TPR or TNR < 0.5 are
marked orange.

ENet shows the same behavior as before, with less diverse values for S3-S5. Curiously,
its ACC for S2 is increased while that for S1 is slightly24 decreased. The change in GB’s
values tells nothing new, though it is reassuring to see its ACC for S1 elevated. The
oscillating turbulences in GB-S’s results are flattened out in comparison to those in
Table 5.17, and the accuracies themselves are almost all identical to those achieved by
GB. XGB sees a significant decrease in ACC for S1, with results for other sessions now
partly higher. This is established as more than a slight trend for KNN, as its ACC for
S1 drops below 50%, with above-chance ACCs on all other sessions.
On the one hand, KNN’s values on later sessions are no cause for all too much
concern, since the entire validation does not seem too reliable at this point, and since
there is a chance that the EEG samples from those sessions might in fact exhibit the
same patterns as those obtained in S1, only more clearly. On the other hand, its ACC
on S1 dropping to a below-chance level for the more stable CV variant, which also sees
its other values lowered (including the already worrisome TPR), is reason enough to
exclude KNN from further testing.
Thereafter, four PMAs remain. Their values for all metrics for 7-fold CV on S1 are
displayed in Table 5.19:

ENet
GB
GB-S
XGB

ACC

TPR

TNR

AUC

F1 score

67.74
70.97
70.97
54.84

0.63
0.69
0.75
0.69

0.73
0.73
0.67
0.40

0.73
0.66
0.69
0.55

0.67
0.71
0.73
0.61

Table 5.19.: Scores of classifiers with arguments selected in broad testing for 7-fold CV. ACC given in
percent, all metrics rounded to two decimals. Worrisome values (ACC < 50%, TPR or TNR <
0.5) are marked orange.

24 Of

course, such a change could not exactly be called slight in a less turbulent context.
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5.3. Fine-Tuning of Pipeline Arguments
Whilst preferences regarding segmentation and time intervals are final, some pipeline
parameters need to be further optimized. This includes dynamic feature selection for
all algorithms, time granularity for all but GB-S, imputation strategies for GB-S and
GB, and ROIs for XGB. Tests were now run in succession, allowing optimization on
selectedly finer scales and the consideration of correlations between parameters.
7-fold CV was employed for more stable results.25 No noteworthy observations were
made during runtime(s).

5.3.1. Elastic Net
Time Granularity
Despite a convincing preference of ENet for uncoarsened timepoints in broad testing, a test was run for time_granularity=2, with overall less favorable results (e.g.
ACC=64.52%) than for the default of 1.
Dynamic Feature Selection
Due to the restriction of the time axis to the LPC, dynamic feature selection was also
reevaluated on the full scale, which was expanded in a second step. Table 5.20 has the
combined results.
-1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2 (def.)

0.15

0.1

0.05

67.74

67.74

67.74

67.74

67.74

70.97

70.97

64.52

Table 5.20.: Accuracies of ENet with different dynamic feature selection shares for 7-fold CV, given in
percent and rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked
green.

The values for all metrics are identical for settings from -1 to 0.2.26 ACC peaks at
70.97% for shares of 0.15 and 0.1, where both AUC and F1 are higher for 0.1 (TPR=0.69,
TNR=0.73, AUC=0.78, F1=0.71).
Further tests with values around 0.1 were conducted, ensuring the stability of
this peak in close proximity and even revealing higher values. However, to prevent
overfitting, those settings were not considered for selection. In fact, throughout all of
fine-tuning, arguments are never adjusted by less than ±0.05 at once.27

5.3.2. Gradient Boosting
Time Granularity, Part One
In a reevaluation of time granularity on the original scale from broad testing, it was
found that GB now performed best in all aspects (ACC=77.42%, TPR=0.75, TNR=0.80,
AUC=0.83, F1=0.77) for a granularity of 4, which thus was temporarily selected.
25 Using

7-fold CV in the classification use case means that 3 folds contain 5 samples and 4 folds hold 4
samples each. Much higher folds would come close to LOOCV, which, as mentioned e.g. in [29], is
thought to be less generalizable than conventional CV in many cases. Also, requesting more than 15
folds would cause an error in StratifiedKFold, since they would not be compatible with stratification.
26 See the initial values for this stage in Table 5.19 at the end of Section 5.2.
27 An exception is considered but not applied for the learning rate of GB in Section 5.5.2.
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Dynamic Feature Selection
Due to the constellation of results for different shares in broad testing, the interval
between (-)1 and 0.6 was closely examined, as is documented in Table 5.21:
-1

0.95

0.9

0.85

0.8 (def.)

0.75

0.7

0.65

0.6

80.65

74.19

80.65

80.65

77.42

74.19

80.65

80.65

80.65

Table 5.21.: Accuracies of GB with different dynamic feature selection shares for 7-fold CV, given in percent
and rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

ACC and other metrics show quite complex distributions, where shares of 0.85
and 0.65 produce the best values for all of them (ACC=80.65%, TPR=0.81, TNR=0.80,
AUC=0.83, F1=0.81). 0.65 was chosen due to its more stable environment (0.7 and 0.6
both only differ from 0.65 in AUC, by <0.02).
Time Granularity, Part Two
After setting the share for dynamic feature selection, which might interfere with the
choice of time granularity, said granularity was now fine-tuned by testing values in
an interval comprising the previously selected value (4) as well as half the distance
towards its neighboring values on the original scale (2,8). See Table 5.22.
3

4 (def.)

5

6

80.65

51.61

83.87

70.97

Table 5.22.: Accuracies of GB with different time granularities for 7-fold CV, given in percent and rounded
to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

With superior or equal performance regarding all metrics except AUC (ACC=83.87%,
TPR=0.88, TNR=0.80, AUC=0.83, F1=0.85), a granularity of 5 was selected.
Imputation Strategies
Due to outcomes equal to the chosen mean imputation in broad testing, median
imputation was tried for empty repetitions and electrodes separately. As a repetitionlevel strategy it now showed a decreased ACC (77.42%), TPR, AUC and F1 score. On
an electrode level, it merely caused a very subtle (<0.005) drop in AUC.

5.3.3. Gradient Boosting with Segmentation
Dynamic Feature Selection
Since time granularity is ignored when segmentation is activated, the first parameter
to be optimized was the share of dynamically selected features. As can be read from
Table 5.23, this was done iteratively, spanning from (-)1 to 0.6.
With a stable TPR-TNR-balance identical to the default one28 , equal ACC and F1 score,
and an elevated AUC, both -1 and 0.85 make for reasonable choices. The former, which
was pragmatically selected, shows the highest AUC (0.74), the latter is surrounded by
more stable values.
28 See

Table 5.19 at the end of Section 5.2.
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-1

0.95

0.9

0.85

0.8 (def.)

0.6

70.97

67.74

70.97

70.97

70.97

61.29

Table 5.23.: Accuracies of GB-S with different dynamic feature selection shares for 7-fold CV, given in
percent and rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked
green.

Imputation Strategies
As for GB, both median impuation variants were independently retested. Singlerepetition imputation by median lowered the algorithm’s accuracy to 54.84% and
all other metrics with it (e.g. TNR dropped to 0.47), clearly showing the method’s
inferiority for GB-S.29 No difference was detected for imputation of empty electrodes,
thus the default was kept.

5.3.4. eXtreme Gradient Boosting
Time Granularity
Once again, the scale for time granularity from broad testing was reevaluated entirely.
Since a clear decision would have been hard to make based on this data, further granularities were added. The resulting values are visualized in Table 5.24 and discussed
below.
1

2

3

4

5

6

8

16 (def.)

32

48

64

80

160

58.06

61.29

51.61

64.52

64.52

61.29

58.06

54.84

58.06

58.06

64.52

67.74

54.84

Table 5.24.: Accuracies of XGB with different time granularities for 7-fold CV, given in percent and rounded
to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

Since XGB uses the time interval misc.INT_HASKO, there are 197 timepoints per
electrode for a time granularity of 1. On the original scale, granularities 4 (50 timepoints)
and 64 (4 timepoints) yield the best results, only separated by a slight AUC advantage
for 64. After adding more granularities around these peaks, time_granularity=80,
leaving 3 timepoints per electrode, takes the lead regarding all measures except AUC
(ACC=67.74%, TPR=0.81, TNR=0.53, AUC=0.66, F1=0.72). As 80 was at the high end
of the observed range, one more test was run for a granularity of 160 (2 timepoints),
resulting in lower values.30
Dynamic Feature Selection
Shares of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 for dynamic feature selection were tested at first and are
displayed along with more refined shares around the maximum in Table 5.25.
Although high variations in its proximity (e.g. ACC < 60% and TNR < 0.5 for 0.75)
are reasons for suspicion, a share of 0.8 is chosen due to it prevailing in all aspects
(ACC=74.19%, TPR=0.88, TNR=0.60, AUC=0.70, F1=0.78).
29 This

and the corresponding observation for GB in Section 5.3.2 raise further suspicions as to the reason
for XGB’s affinity towards median imputation.
30 Due to the granularities already being varied at the finest effective level, no further refinement is
necessary after tuning dynamic feature selection.
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0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75

0.7

0.6 (def.)

0.4

64.52

64.52

74.19

58.06

67.74

67.74

64.52

Table 5.25.: Accuracies of XGB with different dynamic feature selection shares for 7-fold CV, given in
percent and rounded to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked
green.

Region of Interest
Finally, as announced in Section 5.1.2, more restricted ROIs were experimented with.
HASKO_ALL

HASKO_N170_DIFF

HASKO_N400

HASKO_LPC

N170∩LPC

74.19

70.97

54.84

70.97

64.52

Table 5.26.: Accuracies of XGB with different ROIs for 7-fold CV, given in percent and rounded to two
decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

Other metrics mostly agree with the ACC values displayed in Table 5.26, i.e. the
union of all ROIs defined in [5] is preferable to every single one of its three major
components. Since the contribution of misc.ROI_HASKO_N400 seemed questionable,
another test was run using the union of the other two elemental ROIs. As shown in the
rightmost column of Table 5.26, this ROI yields lower ACC, where all other measures
but AUC are also lowered.

5.4. Validation after Fine-Tuning of Pipeline Arguments
Having fine-tuned the most important parameters, another round of validation on
data from other sessions is run, using 7-fold CV. Results are evaluated in Table 5.27.

ENet
GB
GB-S
XGB

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

70.97
83.87
70.97
74.19

76.67
76.67
40.00
40.00

33.33
56.67
50.00
63.33

53.33
43.33
53.33
56.67

35.48
38.71
51.61
64.52

Table 5.27.: Accuracies of classifiers on data from different sessions for 7-fold CV, given in percent and
rounded to two decimals. Configurations with ACC < 50% or TPR or TNR < 0.5 are marked
orange.

ENet and GB show a relatively stable behavior, both performing well on S1 and S2
and worse on the rest. While ENet’s ACC for S2 still exceeds that for S1, and accuracy
does not decline steadily afterwards, the descent of GB’s ACC values is strictly linear.
In contrast, the sudden drops in accuracy (and other metrics) after S1 for GB-S and
XGB are strong indicators for overfitting. For this reason, both those classifiers are
excluded from the final stage of optimization.
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5.5. Fine-Tuning of Model Arguments
5.5.1. Elastic Net
L1 Ratio
1

0.95

0.9 (def.)

0.85

0.8

67.74

74.19

70.97

70.97

70.97

Table 5.28.: Accuracies of ENet with different l1_ratios for 7-fold CV, given in percent and rounded to
two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

Consistent with its ACC (74.19%) given in Table 5.29, TPR (0.69), TNR (0.80), and
F1 score (0.67) all reach their maximum for l1_ratio=0.95. At 0.78, the AUC is higher
than for the default ratio of 0.9.
Alpha
Once a fitting ratio has been chosen, the power of both the Ridge and the LASSO
approach can be regulated via the alpha parameter, which is optimized in Table 5.29.
While it is usually kept in the interval (0,1), no explicit upper limit for alpha exists.
Values < 0.2 were ignored since they had caused convergence warnings in early testing.
0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.8

1.0 (def.)

1.2

70.97

77.42

77.42

77.42

77.42

74.19

74.19

70.97

74.19

67.74

Table 5.29.: Accuracies of ENet with different alphas for 7-fold CV, given in percent and rounded to two
decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

Settings 0.4, 0.3 and 0.25 are dominant for all metrics and differ only in AUC, where
0.25 has a slight advantage over 0.3, which in turn has a very slight advantage over 0.4.
The 0.3 configuration (ACC=77.42%, TPR=0.75, TNR=0.80, AUC=0.80, F1=0.77) was
chosen over 0.25 due to more stable surrounding values.

5.5.2. Gradient Boosting
Loss Function
The difference in results for loss functions during broad testing of GB model parameters was barely observable. Thus, they were compared once more in this final stage, the
exponential function now yielding lower TPR (with equal TNR), lower F1 score, and,
most importantly, a lower ACC (80.65%, compared to the default 83.87%).
Learning Rate
Learning rates in the interval (0,0.2] are evaluated in Table 5.30.
0.01 was only included as a test setting since a learning rate of 0 is illegal. Selecting
it would break the aforementioned rule of only fine-tuning with a resolution of 0.05.
However, since it performs best in all aspects, the testing step to follow was executed
for both this and the default setting of 0.1, which yields identical values except for a
marginally (<0.005) worse AUC.
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0.01

0.05

0.1 (def.)

0.15

0.2

83.87

80.65

83.87

83.87

77.42

Table 5.30.: Accuracies of GB with different learning_rates for 7-fold CV, given in percent and rounded
to two decimals. Configurations selected for further testing are marked green.

Number of Estimators
Highly dependent on the learning_rate, next to be adjusted was n_estimators.
The official documentation for sklearn’s GradientBoostingClassifier class highlights
that a higher number of estimators should result in better performance, with no need to
worry about overfitting. [46] Since performance instead got worse for more estimators in
case of learning_rate=0.01, this setting was dropped in favor of learning_rate=0.1,
which exhibited the expected behavior.
For this rate, results for 50, 100 (default), 200, 400, 800 and 1600 differed only in AUC,
which was lowered for n_estimators=50. Although a further investigation into the
minimum number of estimators (~80) required to achieve the best AUC was conducted,
it was decided to keep the default value of 100 for stability reasons.
Maximum Estimator Depth
Lastly, the max_depth31 , limiting the number of nodes in the individual estimators,
set to 3 by default and usually no higher than 5, is varied. [43, 46] Since all tested
values (2, 3, 4, 5) yield identical values, once more, the default is kept.

5.6. Final Validation after Fine-Tuning of Model Arguments
The final configurations of pipeline and model parameters for ENet and GB are given
in Listing 5.3. These configurations are validated on S2-S5 via 7-fold CV in Table 5.31
and via LOOCV in Table 5.32. Finally, for ultimately stable results, 7-fold CV is rerun
on S1 with 100 different random states, and the resulting accuracies are averaged. Exact
S1 measures for all three validation techniques are documented in Table 5.33.

ENet
GB

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

77.42
83.87

86.67
76.67

33.33
56.67

50.00
43.33

32.26
38.71

Table 5.31.: Accuracies of ENet and GB on data from different sessions for 7-fold CV, given in percent and
rounded to two decimals. Configurations with ACC < 50% or TPR or TNR < 0.5 are marked
orange.

Once again, both PMAs perform well for the first two sessions, with ENet’s ACC
dropping after S2 and GB’s ACC decreasing more continually.
LOOCV yields even higher ACCs on S1. The overall pattern is the same, but ENet
now shows a steady decrease of ACC over the last three sessions, while GB does not.
Remarkably, GB reaches an ideal TNR of 1 (TPR=0.81) for S2.
As can be read from Table 5.33, the results for all metrics on S1 remain rather stable
for all three validation techniques, especially for GB. Conducting CV for 100 different
31 As

all parameters, mentioned in Section 3.4.2.
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ENet
GB

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

80.65
90.32

73.33
90.00

33.33
73.33

30.00
20.00

29.03
41.94

Table 5.32.: Accuracies of ENet and GB on data from different sessions for LOOCV, given in percent and
rounded to two decimals. Configurations with ACC < 50% or TPR or TNR < 0.5 are marked
orange.

ACC

TPR

TNR

AUC

F1 score

ENet (7-fold CV)
GB (7-fold CV)

77.42
83.87

0.75
0.88

0.80
0.80

0.80
0.83

0.77
0.85

ENet (100 x 7-fold CV)
GB (100 x 7-fold CV)

69.97
75.00

0.77
0.78

0.63
0.72

0.77
0.78

0.72
0.76

ENet (LOOCV)
GB (LOOCV)

80.65
90.32

0.94
0.94

0.67
0.87

0.90
0.86

0.83
0.91

Table 5.33.: Accuracies of final ENet and GB configurations for 7-fold CV, LOOCV, and 100 x 7-fold CV.
ACC given in percent, all metrics rounded to two decimals. No worrisome values to mark.

random seeds,32 the 100 x 7-fold CV might well be the most meaningful technique.
Notably, not only are the average values reached with this method satisfactory, but
ACC was > 54.83% for ENet and > 58.06% for GB in every single one of the 100 runs.
Furthermore, every ENet run produced TPR > 0.56, AUC > 0.58, and F1 > 0.56, while
TNR did drop below 0.5 in 14 runs, although never below 0.3. GB maintained TPR >
0.5, TNR > 0.46 (only one case below 0.5), AUC > 0.55, and F1 > 0.55.
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

DEF_ENET_CLASS_PIPE_ARGS_3 = {’session’:1,’repetition_strategy’:’all_pred’,
’folds’:5,’time_granularity’:1,’single_rep_nan_strategy’:’mean’,
’comp_electrode_nan_strategy’:’mean’,’dynamic_feat_sel’:0.1,
’time_interval’:misc.INT_LPC,’segmentation’:None,’roi’:None,
’rand_state’:0}
DEF_GRADBCLASS_PIPE_ARGS_3 = {’session’:1,’repetition_strategy’:’all_pred’,
’folds’:5,’time_granularity’:5,’single_rep_nan_strategy’:’mean’,
’comp_electrode_nan_strategy’:’mean’,’dynamic_feat_sel’:0.65,
’time_interval’:misc.INT_MAURER,’segmentation’:None,’roi’:None,
’rand_state’:0}
DEF_ENET_CLASS_ARGS_4 = {’alpha’:0.3,’l1_ratio’:0.95}
DEF_GRADBCLASS_ARGS_4 = DEF_GRADBCLASS_ARGS
Listing 5.3: Final pipeline and model arguments for ENet and GB with model arguments for GB identical
to the default settings.

5.7. Visualization of Model Coefficients
Both ENet and GB have externally accessible arguments storing the coefficients computed for each feature in training (namely, ElasticNet.coef_ and
32 The

random seeds themselves were randomly generated beforehand and identical for both PMAs. However, a second array of randomly generated random seeds was used to alter GB’s own random_state
parameter in each run without risking any codependencies between seeds.
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GradientBoostingClassifier.feature_importances_). [37, 46] These coefficients
were extracted for the final configurations (with 7-fold CV on S1), averaged over
folds, repetitions and timepoints, and visualized using MNE Python. The results for
ENet are displayed in Figure 5.2, those for GB in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.2.: Topographical plots of feature coefficients assigned by ENet for S1 and 7-fold CV. Left: Average
coefficients per electrode. Middle: Average absolute coefficients per electrode. Right: Selected
electrodes (i.e. all non-zero coefficients are plotted as 1). (Absolute) coefficients for each
electrode are averaged over folds, repetitions and timepoints.

The regions displayed in the rightmost map of Figure 5.2 are quite clear, and consistent with ENet’s rejection of the ROIs from [5] in broad testing. Negative averages of
coefficients seem present predominantly in the left hemisphere while most of the few
positive average coefficients seem to be located on the right hemisphere (see leftmost
topographical map). The plot of average absolute values in the middle shows that
differences in the left hemisphere are deemed more relevant. Note that these coefficients
are only chosen for the LPC, i.e. the interval from 500 to 900 ms of the ERP, since ENet
does not consider the rest of the timepoints in its final configuration.

Figure 5.3.: Topographical plots of feature coefficients assigned by GB for S1 and 7-fold CV. Left: Average
coefficients per electrode. Middle: Average absolute coefficients per electrode. Right: Selected
electrodes (i.e. all non-zero coefficients are plotted as 1). (Absolute) coefficients for each
electrode are averaged over folds, repetitions and timepoints.

GB seems rather focused on one particular brain area around electrode 3 highlighted
in Figure 5.3. Yet, as it lacks the advantage of ENet’s LASSO component, it does
consider most electrodes to at least some degree (see leftmost plot). Since GB bases
its predictions on a longer time interval than ENet, and since this interval was gained
from the boundaries of the segmentation proposed in [4], Figure 5.4 attempts a finer
observation of selected electrodes over time by segmenting the interval accordingly.
While this approach still fails to identify relevant brain areas, it could point to the
later components of the ERP being considered more relevant by GB, as the density of
non-zero coefficients in Figure 5.4 increases from left to right. However, it is important
to note that the length of the segments also increases in this direction,33 possibly
invalidating this hypothesis.
33 The

first two intervals are both 107 ms long, the third spans 143 and the fourth 427 ms.
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Figure 5.4.: Topographical plots of electrodes selected by GB over four time segments for S1 and 7-fold CV.
Absolute coefficients for each electrode are averaged over folds, repetitions and timepoints of
the respective interval, then set to 1 if non-zero.

In any case, the speckled distribution of selected electrodes seems to point to a high
correlation between neighboring electrodes, meaning that adjacent regions produce
redundant voltage levels, which GB recognizes and filters out.
The next chapter further interprets some of the stated observations.
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6.1. Selected Features
6.1.1. Selected Regions
As mentioned in the last section, the features selected for ENet are not part of the
ROIs defined by Hasko et al. in [5]. While the same cannot be said for GB, which
showed no regional preferences at all, note that the algorithm rejected a restriction
to the ROI_HASKO_ALL region in broad testing (see Section 5.1.2). Overall, the selected
regions assessed in Section 5.7 fail to reconstruct any specific tendencies observed in
previous work known to the author, except for an emphasis on the left hemisphere in
ENet coefficients.
A possible interpretation of the selection of frontal regions1 by ENet is that dyslexic
children show compensatory brain activity or use altered access pathways during the
LPC even as early as S1, i.e. at kindergarten age.
While the selection of electrodes in GB, forming different sparse clusters of continuous
brain areas for different time intervals, is more intuitive as a whole (and at points
remeniscent of topological skeleton reduction in image analysis), it is hard to read any
special preferences from or into it. The only clear peak is for electrode 3, which would
be more obviously situated in the frontal area of the right hemisphere when using
anatomically correct electrode positioning.

6.1.2. Selected Intervals
A clear general preference for the interval ranging from 500 to 900 ms, the LPC, was
observed over the course of parameter tuning. In Table 5.6 in Section 5.1.2, three of the
four best original PMAs, including ENet, showed substantially improved performance
for this interval in contrast to the default of using no interval at all as well as the usage
of intervals INT_MAURER and INT_OMIT_IDLE_PHASE.
Except for KNN, which was dropped for its unreliability shortly thereafter, all
algorithms showed higher predictive quality for those rather similar intervals than for
the default case, verifying the expectation that the 100 ms of pre-stimulus measurements
do not significantly contribute to good predictions. This is further supported by the
good performance of the segmentation variant of GB, which, using the SEG_M2007
segmentation modeled after that used by Maurer et al. in [4], also omits the timepoints
prior to the stimulus.

6.2. Longitudinal Development
The predictive power of ENet over sessions for 7-fold CV detailed in Section 5.6 can
be interpreted as a mixture of the expectations proposed in Section 1.2, where the initial
1 Those

regions are not thought to normally be involved in phonological processing by the WernickeGeschwind- or any other common model.
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differences between the dyslexic and the control group get stronger up to and including
S2, i.e. the middle of first grade, at which point a change in nature of differences begins
to decrease the applicability of models tuned for the initial discriminators.
Notably, a similar sequence of events is observed for the average LPC2 attenuation of
the control group in the original study, where Wachinger et al. observe "an increase in
amplitude of the LPC from the first to the second [session, whereas from] the second
to the fifth [session, they] noted a decrease in amplitude, which is consistent with a
priori expectations that additional neural activity is required for learning to read and
that the activity decreases [...] with automatization of the reading process" [1]. They
go on to suggest that "[t]his longitudinal development with an increase in activity at
the beginning of reading instruction and a decrease with continuing automatization
can possibly point to a progression from grapheme-phoneme parsing to whole word
reading" [1]. This transition could be the same ’change in nature’ mentioned in the
above abstract interpretation.
Results for GB with 7-fold CV and for both algorithms with LOOCV show more of a
steady decrease of applicability of the S1 model over time from the beginning.
The overall accuracies documented in Section 5.6 are, in summary, higher than
expected with regards to previous research. Although some of the predictive quality
might result from overfitting on the S1 data, which seems inevitable due to the low-size
historical datasets, results remained stably favorable throughout 100 runs of stratified
7-fold CV with randomized splitting.
In contrast, the extremely favorable values on the early sessions (especially for GB)
assessed with LOOCV (see Tables 5.32 and 5.33 in Section 5.6) are to be taken with a
grain of salt, as LOOCV has previously been found to lack stability and generalizability
in comparable scenarios. E.g., in their aforementioned3 paper, Płoński et al. criticize the
low group sizes and the exclusive usage of LOOCV in the work of Cui et al. ([3]), stating
that this technique "might give estimates of prediction error that are more variable than
other forms of crossvalidation" [29]. They support their claims by referencing a (grey
matter) classification approach for dyslexia by Tamboer et al. from 2016 ([57]) that
shared both shortcomings and yielded significantly lowered accuracy due to a high
percentage of false alarms when tested on a larger sample. [29]

2 Note,
3 See

again, that ENet only considers features inside the LPC.
Section 2.1.
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In summary, the present thesis achieved its goal of training PMAs for detection of
indicators for DD hidden in the historical ERP data, as testified by the results in Sections
5.6 and 5.7. Approach, implementation and process were thoroughly documented
and justified, in part based on previous research, which was taken into account at
all times to provide a context for the underlying data and decisions impacting its
processing. This context was again considered when interpreting the indicators that
were detected and the results that were obtained. This interpretation, supporting
claims regarding the relevance of the LPC as well as its development during reading
acquisition made by Wachinger et al. in [1], was kept short for two reasons; firstly,
the focus of this thesis and the corresponding project, reflecting the author’s main
discipline, lay on approaching early detection of indicators for DD from a Predictive
Analytics, i.e. computer scientific, standpoint rather than a medical one. Secondly,
given the small size of the original study and the even smaller size of the groups used
for the final algorithms (as for all classifiers), any further interpretation would likely
transcend into speculation. Furthermore, it is to be kept in mind that "[o]ne of the
dangers inherent in any model is overstating the significance of a given cortical area
for a particular function" [19]; an insight that the coefficients extracted from the GB
classifier seem to support.

7.1. Future Directions
In order to further clarify the meaning of the behavior of the PMAs without relying
on speculation, it would e.g. be interesting to evaluate the performance of GB on more
restricted time intervals or on ROIs comprising electrodes identified as relevant for the
findings of the original study (see [1]). Since said ROIs would be based on knowledge
gained from the whole historical dataset, they could be employed for such observation
only, which is the reason for the implemented framework not offering preprocessing
options based on findings from the original study.
Other pipeline adjustments that were considered (but not implemented in order
to keep the workload manageable) include feature normalization, baseline correction
(this was applied in the original study and found by the advisor not to substantially
improve results), manual feature design (in particular, the addition of the slope of the
EEG curve at timepoints was considered), and the combined selectability of ROIs with
time intervals or segmentations. Beyond the design of such simple mechanisms, future
ERP classification frameworks could make use of more sophisticated dynamic feature
selection techniques, as do e.g. Płoński et al. in [29] (t-test, information gain, random
forest variable importance) and Cui et al. in [3] (nested LOOCV).
Conversely, the most interesting undertaking does not require any adjustments at
all and would have certainly been executed, would it not have been likely to blow the
thesis project out of proportion. In order to further assess changes in neurophysiology
over the course of the five sessions, PMA parameters could be fine-tuned in the same
way documented in Chapter 5, but based on data from S2, S3, S4 and S5, respectively.
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Performance profiles across validation sessions (i.e. all sessions but the one the PMAs
are currently being optimized on) similar to the accuracy tables in Section 5.6 could
be generated for all five ’root sessions’, and finally combined into one model. This
model could express the similarity of differentiators between each pair of as well as the
entirety of sessions and clarify the temporal range of validity of observations made on
single sessions.
Yet, as insightful as this model may be, it is still based on a small group of individuals.
Ultimately, if the generalizability of findings and the robustness of the framework are
to be thoroughly evaluated, one would need to run tests on a larger, independent
population. As a last piece of inspiration, such a new historical dataset could also
include additional measures, as e.g. the one from the 2006 study by Maurer et al.,
which also respected children’s accuracies and reaction times in the experimental task.
[31] This however would certainly require an alteration of the framework, which was
written only for EEG samples in the provided format.

7.2. Code Review
Modularization and parametrization make the framework highly flexible and expandable, so that the ideas mentioned above could mostly be implemented without
changing the fundamental structure and without losing backwards compatibility.1
A downside of the flexible handling of data is that it makes the original features
hard to track throughout the process, e.g. when trying to determine the coefficient an
algorithm assigns to a certain timepoint of a certain electrode in a certain repetition
from the coefficient arrays obtained after preprocessing and splitting of the original
sample array.2
Since the framework was developed pragmatically and for the sole purpose
of computing the results presented in this thesis, it contains a fair amount of
code duplicates (for example, the functions predictive_modeling.classify() and
predictive_modeling.regress() are largely similar), which were, however, avoided
in the most obvious cases (e.g. imputation of empty electrodes and PMA application
were outsourced from the top-level functions in predictive_modeling).
Along with its modular structure, extensive comments and docstrings make the basic
functioning of the code easy to grasp. Read it in Appendix B.

1 Compatibility

throughout stages of development was also upheld by making function parameters
optional wherever reasonably possible.
2 The code had to be temporarily adapted for the extraction of coefficients for Section 5.7. If one were to
permanently track features throughout the framework, it would probably be considered ’unpythonic’.
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A. Topographical Maps
Figures created during EDA with content homogeneous to Figure 3.2, visualizing the
same data (see Section 3.2.2) for S2 through S5.

Figure A.1.: Average voltage distribution over time for S2. Columns from left to right: All probands, small
control group, small dyslexic group, group differences (column 3 - column 2).
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Figure A.2.: Average voltage distribution over time for S3. Columns from left to right: All probands, small
control group, small dyslexic group, group differences (column 3 - column 2).
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Figure A.3.: Average voltage distribution over time for S4. Columns from left to right: All probands, small
control group, small dyslexic group, group differences (column 3 - column 2).
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Figure A.4.: Average voltage distribution over time for S5. Columns from left to right: All probands, small
control group, small dyslexic group, group differences (column 3 - column 2).
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B. Source Code
The complete source code of four of the six modules of the framework.

B.1. Pipeline Module
’’’Pipeline. Interface for Classification and Regression, complete with
Loading, Preprocessing, CV, and Analysis.
’’’
import scipy.io as sio
import numpy as np
import sys
import misc
from preprocessing import drop_empty_probands, preprocess
from predictive_modeling import classify, regress
from evaluation import eval_class, eval_reg
from sklearn.cross_decomposition import PLSRegression
from sklearn.linear_model import ARDRegression, ElasticNet
from sklearn.svm import LinearSVR, LinearSVC
from sklearn.ensemble import GradientBoostingClassifier
from xgboost import XGBClassifier
from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier
def load_class(session):
’’’Loads session data for Classification.
Parameters
---------session: Session for which to load the data. Range 1-5.
Returns
------X: Array containing samples in the original (p,e,t,r) format.
y: Matching target array.
’’’
# load groups
d = sio.loadmat(’../data/own/s’ + str(session) + ’_groups.mat’)
dys = d[’dys’]
con = d[’con’]
# merge groups
X = np.concatenate([dys, con])
# create target array
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y = np.concatenate([np.ones(len(dys)), np.zeros(len(con))])
return X, y
def load_reg(session):
’’’Loads session data for Regression.
Parameters
---------session: Session for which to load the data. Range 1-5.
Returns
------X: Array containing samples in the original (p,e,t,r) format.
y: Matching target array.
’’’
# load samples
dx = sio.loadmat(’../data/EEG/eeg_t’ + str(session) + ’_p3.mat’)
X = dx[’eegNan’]
# load target values
dy = open("../data/own/Leseliste_Prozentrang.txt")
y = np.array(dy.readlines()).astype(int)
dy.close()
return X, y
def load_gender():
’’’Loads gender data (for Regression).
Returns
------gender: 1D gender array (length p).
’’’
# load gender values
d = open("../data/own/Geschlecht.txt")
gender = np.array(d.readlines()).astype(int)
d.close()
return gender
def classification_pipeline(model, session=1,
repetition_strategy=’samp_med’, folds=3,
time_granularity=1,
single_rep_nan_strategy=’mean’,
comp_electrode_nan_strategy=’mean’,
dynamic_feat_sel=-1, time_interval=None,
segmentation=None, roi=None, rand_state=None,
verbosity=2, outfile=sys.stdout):
’’’Wrapper for the Classification pipeline.
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Parameters
---------model: Instance of a predictive modeling algorithm. Supported:
sklearn.linear_model.ElasticNet
sklearn.ensemble.GradientBoostingClassifier
xgboost.XGBClassifier
sklearn.svm.LinearSVC
sklearn.neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier
session: Session for which to conduct Classification. Range 1-5,
default is 1.
repetition_strategy: How to treat the repetitions. Options:
’all_pred’: Use all repetitions as predictors.
’avg_pred’: Use averages of repetitions as predictors.
’med_pred’: Use medians of repetitions as predictors.
’samp_avg’: Use all repetitions as samples, average predictions.
’samp_med’: Use all repetitions as samples, determine
median prediction.
folds: Number of folds to use in Cross-Validation. Must be >=2,
defaults to 3.
time_granularity: Factor by which to coarsen time intervals. Defaults
to 1. Ignored when segmentation is used.
single_rep_nan_strategy: Strategy for imputing NaNs in
single-repetition electrode failures. Default is mean,
options are:
’zero’: No actual imputation, all NaNs are replaced with zeros.
’median’: Should be most stable.
’mean’: Should be slightly worse due to outliers.
’most_frequent’: Makes no sense for float values, please
don’t use this.
comp_electrode_nan_strategy: Strategy for imputing NaNs in complete
electrode failures. Default is mean, options are:
’zero’: No actual imputation, all NaNs are replaced with zeros.
’median’: Should be most stable.
’mean’: Should be slightly worse due to outliers.
’most_frequent’: Makes no sense for float values, please
don’t use this.
dynamic_feat_sel: Share of features (>0,<1) to select via
SelectKBest(f_classif). Defaults to -1, deactivating dynamic
feature selection.
time_interval: Optional. Tuple of start (inclusive) and end
(exclusive) point for the time axis, None to use full axis.
Ignored when segmentation is used.
segmentation: Optional. List of tuples with start (inclusive) and end
(exclusive) timepoints for each segment.
roi: Optional. List of electrodes to keep, None to keep all.
rand_state: Optional. This state is passed to StratifiedKFold. Allows
consistent and reproducable shuffling over multiple
classifications. Defaults to None (see doc of StratifiedKFold).
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verbosity: How much information to print to outfile.
Default is 2, options are:
0: Print nothing.
1: Print average accuracy over all folds.
2: 1 plus amount of correct predictions in each fold.
3: 2 plus outcome of every single prediction.
outfile: Path for writing output to file. Output is printed to console
by default.
Returns
------y_exp: List of expected y-values.
y_pred: List of predicted y-values. When using
GradientBoostingClassifier, XGBClassifier or KNeighborsClassifier,
list of predicted probabilities P(y=1).
acc: Accuracy of the model’s predictions.
tpr: True positive rate, i.e. the model’s sensitivity.
tnr: True negative rate, i.e. the model’s specificity.
auc: Area under ROC curve of probability estimates.
f1: Balanced F-score.
’’’
# load session data (from group file)
X, y = load_class(session)
# conduct preprocessing and manual feature selection as specified
X, y, _ = drop_empty_probands(X, y)
X = preprocess(X, handle_reps=repetition_strategy,
time_granularity=time_granularity,
sr_nan_strategy=single_rep_nan_strategy,
time_interval=time_interval, segments=segmentation,
roi=roi)
# classify via Cross-Validation
y_exp, y_pred = classify(X, y, model, handle_reps=repetition_strategy,
folds=folds,
ce_nan_strategy=comp_electrode_nan_strategy,
dyn_feat_sel=dynamic_feat_sel,
rand_state=rand_state,
verbosity=verbosity, outfile=outfile)
# evaluate results
acc, tpr, tnr, auc, f1 = eval_class(y_exp, y_pred)
if verbosity > 0: print("Accuracy:", acc, "\n", file=outfile)
return y_exp, y_pred, acc, tpr, tnr, auc, f1
def regression_pipeline(model, session=1, repetition_strategy=’samp_med’,
folds=3, time_granularity=1,
single_rep_nan_strategy=’mean’,
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comp_electrode_nan_strategy=’mean’,
dynamic_feat_sel=-1, time_interval=None,
segmentation=None, roi=None, rand_state=None,
verbosity=2, outfile=sys.stdout):
’’’Wrapper for the Regression pipeline.
Parameters
---------model: Instance of a predictive modeling algorithm. Supported:
sklearn.linear_model.ElasticNet
sklearn.cross_decomposition.PLSRegression
sklearn.linear_model.ARDRegression (patience required)
sklearn.svm.LinearSVR
session: Session for which to conduct Regression.
Range 1-5, default is 1.
repetition_strategy: How to treat the repetitions. Options:
’all_pred’: Use all repetitions as predictors.
’avg_pred’: Use averages of repetitions as predictors.
’med_pred’: Use medians of repetitions as predictors.
’samp_avg’: Use all repetitions as samples, average predictions.
’samp_med’: Use all repetitions as samples, determine
median prediction.
folds: Number of folds to use in Cross-Validation. Must be >=2,
defaults to 3.
time_granularity: Factor by which to coarsen time intervals.
Defaults to 1. Ignored when segmentation is used.
single_rep_nan_strategy: Strategy for imputing NaNs in
single-repetition electrode failures. Default is mean,
options are:
’zero’: No actual imputation, all NaNs are replaced with zeros.
’median’: Should be most stable.
’mean’: Should be slightly worse due to outliers.
’most_frequent’: Makes no sense for float values, please
don’t use this.
comp_electrode_nan_strategy: Strategy for imputing NaNs in complete
electrode failures. Default is mean, options are:
’zero’: No actual imputation, all NaNs are replaced with zeros.
’median’: Should be most stable.
’mean’: Should be slightly worse due to outliers.
’most_frequent’: Makes no sense for float values, please
don’t use this.
dynamic_feat_sel: Share of features (>0,<1) to select via
SelectKBest(f_regression).
Defaults to -1, deactivating dynamic feature selection.
time_interval: Optional. Tuple of start (inclusive) and
end (exclusive) point for the time axis, None to use full axis.
Ignored when segmentation is used.
segmentation: Optional. List of tuples with start (inclusive) and end
(exclusive) timepoints for each segment.
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roi: Optional. List of electrodes to keep, None to keep all.
rand_state: Optional. This state is passed to StratifiedKFold. Allows
consistent and reproducable shuffling over multiple
classifications. Defaults to None (see doc of StratifiedKFold).
verbosity: How much information to print to outfile. Default is 2,
options are:
0: Print nothing.
1: Print average accuracy over all folds.
2: 1 plus amount of correct predictions in each fold.
3: 2 plus outcome of every single prediction.
outfile: Path for writing output to file. Output is printed to console
by default.
Returns
------y_exp: List of expected y-values.
y_pred: List of predicted y-values.
acc: Accuracy of the model’s predictions.
tpr: True positive rate, i.e. the model’s sensitivity.
tnr: True negative rate, i.e. the model’s specificity.
mae: Mean absolute error of the model’s predictions.
evs: Explained variance score.
r2: Coefficient of determination R^2.
’’’
# load session data (from original session file and metafiles)
X, y = load_reg(session)
gender = load_gender()
# conduct preprocessing and manual feature selection as specified
X, y, gender = drop_empty_probands(X, y, gender)
X = preprocess(X, handle_reps=repetition_strategy,
time_granularity=time_granularity,
sr_nan_strategy=single_rep_nan_strategy,
time_interval=time_interval, segments=segmentation,
roi=roi)
# regress via Cross-Validation
y_exp, y_pred = regress(X, y, gender, model,
handle_reps=repetition_strategy, folds=folds,
ce_nan_strategy=comp_electrode_nan_strategy,
rand_state=rand_state,
dyn_feat_sel=dynamic_feat_sel,
verbosity=verbosity, outfile=outfile)
# evaluate results
acc, tpr, tnr, mae, evs, r2 = eval_reg(y_exp, y_pred)
if verbosity > 0: print("Mean␣Absolute␣Error:", mae, "\n",
file=outfile)
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return y_exp, y_pred, acc, tpr, tnr, mae, evs, r2

B.2. Preprocessing Module
’’’Preprocessing and manual feature selection module.
’’’
import numpy as np
from sklearn.preprocessing import Imputer

def drop_empty_probands(X, y, gender=None):
’’’Removes completely failing probands.
Parameters
---------X: Sample array with probands in the first dimension.
y: Matching target array.
gender: Optional. Matching array containing probands’ gender, pass
only in case of Regression.
Returns
------X: Sample array without empty probands.
y: Matching target array.
gender: Matching gender array or None if None was given. Ignore in
case of Classification.
’’’
# determine empty probands
failing_probands = []
for p, proband in enumerate(X):
if np.all(np.isnan(proband)):
failing_probands.append(p)
# remove empty probands
for i, fp in enumerate(failing_probands): # take into account that
# indices are lowered by
# delete()
X = np.delete(X, fp - i, 0)
y = np.delete(y, fp - i, 0)
if gender is not None: gender = np.delete(gender, fp - i, 0)
return X, y, gender
def coarsen_time_granularity(samples, granularity):
’’’Coarsens granularity of time axis.
Parameters
---------samples: Array containing samples in the (p,r,e,t) format.
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granularity: New (timepoint-level) granularity. Physical granularity
is 4ms*granularity per timepoint.
Returns
------coarse_samples: New sample array in (p,r,e,t) format with coarsened
time granularity.
’’’
if granularity > 1:
old_shape = samples.shape
old_nr_timepoints = old_shape[3]
# set new number of timepoints, consider remainder
# of integer division
new_nr_timepoints = old_nr_timepoints // granularity
remainder = old_nr_timepoints % granularity
if remainder != 0:
new_nr_timepoints += 1
# create new coarse samples array
coarse_samples = np.ndarray(
(old_shape[0], old_shape[1], old_shape[2], new_nr_timepoints))
for p, proband in enumerate(samples):
for r, repetition in enumerate(proband):
for e, electrode in enumerate(repetition):
# fill coarse samples array with averages of time
# intervals
for i in range(new_nr_timepoints - 1):
coarse_samples[p][r][e][i] = sum(
electrode[i * granularity:
(i + 1) * granularity]) / granularity
if remainder != 0:
coarse_samples[p][r][e][-1] = sum(
electrode[-remainder:]) / remainder
return coarse_samples
return samples
def segment(samples, segments):
’’’Segments time axis.
Parameters
---------samples: Array containing samples in the (p,r,e,t) format.
segments: List of tuples with start (inclusive) and end (exclusive)
timepoints for each segment.
Returns
-------
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segm_samples: New sample array in (p,r,e,t) format with segmented
time axis.
’’’
old_shape = samples.shape
# create new segmented samples array
segm_samples = np.ndarray((len(segments), old_shape[0], old_shape[1],
old_shape[2])) # (t,p,r,e)
for i, (start, end) in enumerate(segments):
segm_samples[i] = np.nanmean(samples[:, :, :, start:end],
3) # t = (p,r,e)
segm_samples = np.transpose(segm_samples,
(1, 2, 3, 0)) # (t,p,r,e) -> (p,r,e,t)
return segm_samples
def impute_single_rep_failures(samples, strategy=’mean’):
’’’Imputes NaNs in single-repetition electrode failures.
Ignores complete electrode failures.
Parameters
---------samples: Array containing samples in the (p,r,e,t) format.
strategy: Strategy for the Imputer. Default is mean, options are:
’median’: Should be most stable.
’mean’: Should be slightly worse due to outliers.
’most_frequent’: Makes no sense for float values, please
don’t use this.
Returns
------samples: Imputed array of samples in (p,r,e,t) format.
’’’
# transpose from (p,r,e,t) to (p,e,r,t) for imputation
samples = np.transpose(samples, (0, 2, 1, 3))
imputer = Imputer(strategy=strategy)
for p, proband in enumerate(samples):
for e, electrode in enumerate(proband):
if not np.all(np.isnan(
electrode)): # ignore complete electrode failures
samples[p][e] = imputer.fit_transform(electrode)
# transpose back to (p,r,e,t) format
return np.transpose(samples, (0, 2, 1, 3))
def preprocess(X, handle_reps, time_granularity=1,
sr_nan_strategy=’mean’, time_interval=None,
segments=None, roi=None):
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’’’Preprocesses samples.
Parameters
---------X: Array containing samples in the original (p,e,t,r) format.
handle_reps: How to treat the repetitions. Options:
’all_pred’: Use all repetitions as predictors.
’avg_pred’: Use averages of repetitions as predictors.
’med_pred’: Use medians of repetitions as predictors.
’samp_avg’: Use all repetitions as samples, average
predictions.
’samp_med’: Use all repetitions as samples, determine
median prediction.
time_granularity: Factor by which to coarsen time intervals. Defaults
to 1. Ignored when segments are given.
sr_nan_strategy: Strategy for imputing NaNs in single-repetition
electrode failures. Default is mean, options are:
’zero’: No actual imputation, all NaNs are replaced with
zeros.
’median’: Should be most stable.
’mean’: Should be slightly worse due to outliers.
’most_frequent’: Makes no sense for float values, please
don’t use this.
time_interval: Optional. Tuple of start (inclusive) and
end (exclusive) point for the time axis, None to use full axis.
Ignored when segmentation is used.
segments: Optional. List of tuples with start (inclusive) and end
(exclusive) timepoints for each segment.
roi: Optional. List of electrodes to keep, None to keep all.
Returns
------X: Preprocessed sample array in the intuitive (p,r,e,t) format,
or in (p,e,t) format for handle_reps=’avg_preds’.
’’’
# transpose from (p,e,t,r) to more practical and intuitive
# (p,r,e,t) format
X = np.transpose(X, (0, 3, 1, 2))
# if no segmentation is specified and if explicitly ordered, apply
# ordered interval
if segments is None and time_interval is not None:
start, end = time_interval
X = X[:, :, :, start:end]
# remove electrodes outside of region of interest
if roi is not None: X = X[:, :, roi, :]
# if no segmentation is specified, coarsen time granularity
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if segments is None:
X = coarsen_time_granularity(X, time_granularity)
# if a segmentation is specified, apply it
else:
X = segment(X, segments)
# if ordered, average over repetitions (makes it unnecessary to impute
# single-repetition electrode failures)
if handle_reps == ’avg_pred’:
X = np.nanmean(X, 1)
elif handle_reps == ’med_pred’:
X = np.nanmedian(X, 1)
# else impute single-repetition electrode failures according to
# sr_nan_strategy
elif sr_nan_strategy == ’zero’:
X = np.nan_to_num(X)
else:
X = impute_single_rep_failures(X, strategy=sr_nan_strategy)
return X

B.3. Predictive Modeling Module
’’’Classification and Regression module.
’’’
import scipy.io as sio
import numpy as np
import sys
from math import ceil
import misc
import preprocessing as prep
from sklearn.model_selection import StratifiedKFold
from sklearn.preprocessing import Imputer
from sklearn.feature_selection import SelectKBest, f_regression
from sklearn.cross_decomposition import PLSRegression
from sklearn.linear_model import ARDRegression, ElasticNet
from sklearn.ensemble import GradientBoostingClassifier
from xgboost import XGBClassifier
from sklearn.svm import LinearSVC, LinearSVR
from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier

def impute_complete_electrode_failures(X_train, X_test, handle_reps,
strategy=’mean’):
’’’Imputes NaNs in complete electrode failures.
Parameters
---------X_train: Array of training samples in (p,r,e,t) or (p,e,t) format.
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X_test: Array of testing samples in (p,r,e,t) or (p,e,t) format.
handle_reps: How to treat the repetitions. Options:
’all_pred’: Use all repetitions as predictors.
’avg_pred’: Use averages of repetitions as predictors.
’med_pred’: Use medians of repetitions as predictors.
’samp_avg’: Use all repetitions as samples, average predictions.
’samp_med’: Use all repetitions as samples, determine median
prediction.
strategy: Strategy for the Imputer. Default is mean, options are:
’median’: Should be most stable.
’mean’: Should be slightly worse due to outliers.
’most_frequent’: Makes no sense for float values, please
don’t use this.
Returns
------X_train: Imputed array of training samples in (p,r,e,t) or (p,e,t)
format.
X_test: Imputed array of test samples in (p,r,e,t) or (p,e,t) format.
’’’
# transform arrays for imputation
if handle_reps == ’avg_pred’ or handle_reps == ’med_pred’:
# transform sample arrays to (e,p,t) format for imputation
pet_to_ept = lambda x: np.transpose(x, (1, 0, 2))
X_train = pet_to_ept(X_train)
X_test = pet_to_ept(X_test)
else:
reps_pret = X_train.shape[
1] # save number of repetitions for backtransformation
# transform sample arrays to (e,p,r*t) format for imputation
def pret_to_epr(x):
x = np.transpose(x, (2, 0, 1, 3)) # (p,r,e,t) -> (e,p,r,t)
x = np.reshape(x, (
len(x), len(x[0]), -1)) # (e,p,r,t) -> (e,p,r*t)
return x
X_train = pret_to_epr(X_train)
X_test = pret_to_epr(X_test)
# impute (fit imputer on Training Set, transform both Training and
# Testing Set)
imp = Imputer(strategy=strategy)
for e, electrode in enumerate(X_train):
X_train[e] = imp.fit_transform(electrode)
X_test[e] = imp.transform(X_test[e])
# transform arrays back after imputation
if handle_reps == ’avg_pred’ or handle_reps == ’med_pred’:
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# transform sample arrays back to
# both ways!)
X_train = pet_to_ept(X_train)
X_test = pet_to_ept(X_test)
else:
# transform sample arrays back to
def epr_to_pret(x):
x = np.reshape(x, (
len(x), len(x[0]), reps_pret,
x = np.transpose(x, (1, 2, 0,
return x

(p,e,t) format (works the same

(p,r,e,t) format

-1)) # (e,p,r*t) -> (e,p,r,t)
3)) # (e,p,r,t) -> (p,r,e,t)

X_train = epr_to_pret(X_train)
X_test = epr_to_pret(X_test)
return X_train, X_test
def apply(X_train, X_test, y_train, model, reps, handle_reps):
’’’Trains model. Obtains predictions for Testing Set.
Parameters
---------X_train: Array of training samples in (p,r*e*t), (p,e*t) or (p*r,e*t)
format.
X_test: Array of testing samples in (p,r*e*t), (p,e*t) or (p*r,e*t)
format.
y_train: 1D Array of training targets of length p or p*r.
y_test: 1D Array of testing targets of length p.
model: Instance of a predictive modeling algorithm. Must provide
functions fit() and predict()/predict_proba().
reps: Number of repetitions. Only used when handle_reps=’samp_avg’ or
’samp_med’.
handle_reps: How to treat the repetitions. Options:
’all_pred’: Use all repetitions as predictors.
’avg_pred’: Use averages of repetitions as predictors.
’med_pred’: Use medians of repetitions as predictors.
’samp_avg’: Use all repetitions as samples, average
predictions.
’samp_med’: Use all repetitions as samples, determine
median prediction.
Returns
------y_pred: 1D Array of predictions of length p.
’’’
# train model
model.fit(X_train, y_train)
# predict target values for testing samples
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if type(model) == ElasticNet or type(model) == ARDRegression or type(
model) == PLSRegression \
or type(model) == LinearSVR or type(model) == LinearSVC:
y_pred = model.predict(
X_test).ravel() # some models might not return flat arrays,
# flatten to be sure
else:
y_pred = model.predict_proba(X_test)[:,
1] # should always work for numeric class labels
# if using repetitions as samples, obtain predictions per proband
if handle_reps == ’samp_avg’ or handle_reps == ’samp_med’:
y_pred = np.reshape(y_pred, (-1, reps)) # (p*r) -> (p,r)
if handle_reps == ’samp_avg’: # use mean of single-repetition
# predictions as prediction for
# proband
y_pred = np.nanmean(y_pred, 1) # (p,r) -> (p)
else: # use median of single-repetition predictions as prediction
# for proband
y_pred = np.nanmedian(y_pred, 1) # (p,r) -> (p)
return y_pred
def classify(X, y, model, handle_reps, folds=3, ce_nan_strategy=’mean’,
dyn_feat_sel=-1, rand_state=None, verbosity=2,
outfile=sys.stdout):
’’’Classification via Cross-Validation.
If X is given in (p,e,t) format, handle_reps must be ’avg_preds’ and
vice versa!
Parameters
---------X: Array containing samples in (p,r,e,t) or (p,e,t) format.
y: Matching target array (float labels 0.0/1.0, same length).
model: Instance of a predictive modeling algorithm. Supported:
sklearn.linear_model.ElasticNet
sklearn.ensemble.GradientBoostingClassifier
xgboost.XGBClassifier
sklearn.svm.LinearSVC
sklearn.neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier
handle_reps: How to treat the repetitions. Options:
’all_pred’: Use all repetitions as predictors.
’avg_pred’: Use averages of repetitions as predictors.
’med_pred’: Use medians of repetitions as predictors.
’samp_avg’: Use all repetitions as samples, average predictions.
’samp_med’: Use all repetitions as samples, determine median
prediction.
folds: Number of folds to use in Cross-Validation. Must be >=2,
defaults to 3.
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ce_nan_strategy: Strategy for imputing NaNs in complete electrode
failures. Default is mean, options are:
’zero’: No actual imputation, all NaNs are replaced with zeros.
’median’: Should be most stable.
’mean’: Should be slightly worse due to outliers.
’most_frequent’: Makes no sense for float values, please
don’t use this.
dynamic_feat_sel: Share of features (>0,<1) to select via
SelectKBest(f_classif). Defaults to -1, deactivating dynamic
feature selection.
rand_state: Optional. This state is passed to StratifiedKFold. Allows
consistent and reproducable shuffling over multiple
classifications. Defaults to None (see doc of StratifiedKFold).
verbosity: How much information to print to outfile. Default is 2,
options are:
0: Print nothing.
1: Print average accuracy over all folds.
2: 1 plus amount of correct predictions in each fold.
3: 2 plus outcome of every single prediction.
outfile: Path for writing output to file. Output is printed to console
by default.
Returns
------y_test_all: List of all expected y-values (length p).
y_pred_all: List of all predicted y-values (length p). When using
GradientBoostingClassifier, XGBClassifier or KNeighborsClassifier,
list of predicted probabilities P(y=1).
’’’
# number of repetitions
if handle_reps == ’avg_pred’ or handle_reps == ’med_pred’:
reps = 1
else:
reps = X.shape[1]
# create boolean representation of target array for stratification by
# class
y_bool = y.astype(bool)
# if using repetitions as samples, create target values for all
# repetitions
if handle_reps == ’samp_avg’ or handle_reps == ’samp_med’:
# clone target array reps times, then transpose it from (r,p) to
# (p,r)
y = np.tile(y, (reps, 1)).transpose()
# Cross-Validation
y_pred_all = []
y_test_all = []
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skf = StratifiedKFold(n_splits=folds, shuffle=True,
random_state=rand_state)
# stratification by class
for train_indices, test_indices in skf.split(np.zeros(len(X)),
y_bool):
# apply split
X_train, X_test = X[train_indices], X[test_indices]
y_train, y_test = y[train_indices], y[test_indices]
# impute complete electrode failures according to ce_nan_strategy
if ce_nan_strategy == ’zero’:
X_train = np.nan_to_num(X_train)
X_test = np.nan_to_num(X_test)
else:
X_train, X_test = impute_complete_electrode_failures(X_train,
X_test, handle_reps,
strategy=ce_nan_strategy)
# transform arrays into sample-wise (= line-wise) format
if handle_reps == ’samp_avg’ or handle_reps == ’samp_med’:
# after split to preserve probands / ease imputation
sample_wise = lambda x: np.reshape(x, (len(x) * reps, -1))
X_train, X_test = sample_wise(X_train), sample_wise(
X_test) # (p,r,e,t) -> (p*r,e*t)
y_train = sample_wise(
y_train).ravel() # (p,r) -> (p*r,1) -> (p*r)
# transform testing targets directly to proband-wise format
# (saves unnecessary calls to reshape())
y_test = y_test[:, 0] # (p,r) -> (p)
else:
# would interfere with imputation if done before loop
sample_wise = lambda x: np.reshape(x, (len(x),
-1))
X_train, X_test = sample_wise(X_train), sample_wise(
X_test) # (p,r,e,t) -> (p,r*e*t) or (p,e,t) -> (p,e*t)
# if ordered, select ordered share of best features
if 0 < dyn_feat_sel < 1:
k = ceil(dyn_feat_sel * len(X_train[0]))
skb = SelectKBest(k=k)
X_train = skb.fit_transform(X_train, y_train)
X_test = skb.transform(X_test)
# apply model, obtain predictions
y_pred = apply(X_train, X_test, y_train, model, reps, handle_reps)
y_pred_all.extend(y_pred)
y_test_all.extend(y_test)
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# display results
if verbosity > 1: misc.display_classification_results(y_pred,
y_test,
verbose=(verbosity > 2),
outfile=outfile)
return y_test_all, y_pred_all
def regress(X, y, gender, model, handle_reps, folds=3,
ce_nan_strategy=’mean’, dyn_feat_sel=-1, rand_state=None,
verbosity=2,
outfile=sys.stdout):
’’’Regression via Cross-Validation.
If X is given in (p,e,t) format, handle_reps must be ’avg_preds’ and
vice versa!
Parameters
---------X: Array containing samples in (p,r,e,t) or (p,e,t) format.
y: Matching target array (int labels between 0 and 100, same length).
gender: Matching array containing probands’ gender
(for stratification).
model: Instance of a predictive modeling algorithm. Supported:
sklearn.linear_model.ElasticNet
sklearn.cross_decomposition.PLSRegression
sklearn.linear_model.ARDRegression (patience required)
sklearn.svm.LinearSVR
handle_reps: How to treat the repetitions. Options:
’all_pred’: Use all repetitions as predictors.
’avg_pred’: Use averages of repetitions as predictors.
’med_pred’: Use medians of repetitions as predictors.
’samp_avg’: Use all repetitions as samples, average
predictions.
’samp_med’: Use all repetitions as samples, determine
median prediction.
folds: Number of folds to use in Cross-Validation. Must be >=2,
defaults to 3.
ce_nan_strategy: Strategy for imputing NaNs in complete electrode
failures. Default is mean, options are:
’zero’: No actual imputation, all NaNs are replaced with
zeros.
’median’: Should be most stable.
’mean’: Should be slightly worse due to outliers.
’most_frequent’: Makes no sense for float values, please
don’t use this.
dynamic_feat_sel: Share of features (>0,<1) to select via
SelectKBest(f_regression). Defaults to -1, deactivating dynamic
feature selection.
rand_state: Optional. This state is passed to StratifiedKFold. Allows
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consistent and reproducable shuffling over multiple
classifications. Defaults to None (see doc of StratifiedKFold).
verbosity: How much information to print to outfile. Default is 2,
options are:
0: Print nothing.
1: Print average accuracy over all folds.
2: 1 plus amount of correct predictions in each fold.
3: 2 plus outcome of every single prediction.
outfile: Path for writing output to file. Output is printed to console
by default.
Returns
------y_test_all: List of all expected y-values (length p).
y_pred_all: List of all predicted y-values (length p).
’’’
# number of repetitions
if handle_reps == ’avg_pred’ or handle_reps == ’med_pred’:
reps = 1
else:
reps = X.shape[1]
# if using repetitions as samples, create target values for all
# repetitions
if handle_reps == ’samp_avg’ or handle_reps == ’samp_med’:
# clone target array reps times, then transpose it from (r,p) to
# (p,r)
y = np.tile(y, (reps, 1)).transpose()
# Cross-Validation
y_pred_all = []
y_test_all = []
skf = StratifiedKFold(n_splits=folds, shuffle=True,
random_state=rand_state)
# stratification by gender
for train_indices, test_indices in skf.split(np.zeros(len(X)),
gender):
# apply split
X_train, X_test = X[train_indices], X[test_indices]
y_train, y_test = y[train_indices], y[test_indices]
# impute complete electrode failures according to ce_nan_strategy
if ce_nan_strategy == ’zero’:
X_train = np.nan_to_num(X_train)
X_test = np.nan_to_num(X_test)
else:
X_train, X_test = impute_complete_electrode_failures(X_train,
X_test, handle_reps,
strategy=ce_nan_strategy)
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# transform arrays into sample-wise (= line-wise) format
if handle_reps == ’samp_avg’ or handle_reps == ’samp_med’:
# after split to preserve probands / ease imputation
sample_wise = lambda x: np.reshape(x, (len(x) * reps, -1))
X_train, X_test = sample_wise(X_train), sample_wise(
X_test) # (p,r,e,t) -> (p*r,e*t)
y_train = sample_wise(
y_train).ravel() # (p,r) -> (p*r,1) -> (p*r)
# transform testing targets directly to proband-wise format
# (saves unnecessary calls to reshape())
y_test = y_test[:, 0] # (p,r) -> (p)
else:
# would interfere with imputation if done before loop
sample_wise = lambda x: np.reshape(x, (len(x), -1))
X_train, X_test = sample_wise(X_train), sample_wise(
X_test) # (p,r,e,t) -> (p,r*e*t) or (p,e,t) -> (p,e*t)
# if ordered, select ordered share of best features
if 0 < dyn_feat_sel < 1:
k = ceil(dyn_feat_sel * len(X_train[0]))
skb = SelectKBest(score_func=f_regression, k=k)
X_train = skb.fit_transform(X_train, y_train)
X_test = skb.transform(X_test)
# apply model, obtain predictions
y_pred = apply(X_train, X_test, y_train, model, reps, handle_reps)
y_pred_all.extend(y_pred)
y_test_all.extend(y_test)
# display results
if verbosity > 1: misc.display_regression_results(y_pred, y_test,
verbose=(verbosity > 2),
outfile=outfile)
return y_test_all, y_pred_all

B.4. Evaluation Module
’’’Evaluation module, for Classification and Regression.
’’’
import numpy as np
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score, confusion_matrix, \
roc_auc_score, f1_score
from sklearn.metrics import mean_absolute_error, explained_variance_score,
\
r2_score
# (upper) threshold for Dyslexia diagnosis based on Leseliste_PR - taken
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# from Schulte-Koerne
DIAGNOSIS_THRESHOLD = 16
def convert_reg_to_class(y_reg):
’’’Converts Regression values to class values using predefined
threshold for diagnosis.
Parameters
---------y_reg: Array of Regression target values.
Returns
------y_class: New array of same length containing class labels (0/1).
’’’
# create new array of class values
y_class = np.zeros(len(y_reg))
for i in range(len(y_reg)):
if y_reg[i] < DIAGNOSIS_THRESHOLD: y_class[i] = 1
return y_class
def compute_acc_tpr_tnr(y_true, y_pred):
’’’Computes accuracy, true positive rate, and true negative rate.
Parameters
---------y_true: Actual target values.
y_pred: Predicted target values.
Returns
------acc: Accuracy of predictions.
tpr: True positive rate, i.e. sensitivity.
tnr: True negative rate, i.e. specificity.
’’’
# compute accuracy
acc = accuracy_score(y_true, y_pred)
# compute sensitivity and specificity
conf_mat = confusion_matrix(y_true, y_pred)
try:
tpr = conf_mat[1][1] / (conf_mat[1][0] + conf_mat[1][1])
tnr = conf_mat[0][0] / (conf_mat[0][0] + conf_mat[0][1])
except:
print(
"Confusion␣matrix␣returned␣too␣few␣dimensions.␣Predictions"
"␣are␣either␣all␣right␣or␣all␣wrong.")
tpr = -1
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tnr = -1
return acc, tpr, tnr

def eval_class(y_true, y_prob):
’’’Calculates metrics for Classification.
Parameters
---------y_true: Actual target values.
y_pred: Predicted target values.
Returns
------acc: Accuracy of the model’s predictions.
tpr: True positive rate, i.e. the model’s sensitivity.
tnr: True negative rate, i.e. the model’s specificity.
auc: Area under ROC curve of probability estimates.
f1: Balanced F-score.
’’’
# convert predicted class probabilities to predicted classes
# note that in python, 0.5 rounds to 0 (which is fine when using exact
# probabilities or a decisive classification)
y_pred = np.round(y_prob)
for i in range(len(y_pred)):
if y_pred[i] > 1:
y_pred[i] = 1
elif y_pred[i] < 0:
y_pred[i] = 0
# compute accuracy, sensitivity and specificity
acc, tpr, tnr = compute_acc_tpr_tnr(y_true, y_pred)
# compute area under roc curve
auc = roc_auc_score(y_true, y_prob)
# compute f1 score
f1 = f1_score(y_true, y_pred)
return acc, tpr, tnr, auc, f1
def eval_reg(y_true, y_pred):
’’’Calculates metrics for Regression.
Parameters
---------y_true: Actual target values.
y_pred: Predicted target values.
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Returns
------acc: Accuracy of the model’s predictions.
tpr: True positive rate, i.e. the model’s sensitivity.
tnr: True negative rate, i.e. the model’s specificity.
mae: Mean absolute error of the model’s predictions.
evs: Explained variance score.
r2: Coefficient of determination R^2.
’’’
# compute accuracy, sensitivity and specificity on compartmented data
acc, tpr, tnr = compute_acc_tpr_tnr(convert_reg_to_class(y_true),
convert_reg_to_class(y_pred))
# compute mean absolute error
mae = mean_absolute_error(y_true, y_pred)
# compute explained variance score
evs = explained_variance_score(y_true, y_pred)
# compute r2 score
r2 = r2_score(y_true, y_pred)
return acc, tpr, tnr, mae, evs, r2
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